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SOME ASE.i001'S OF THE LIFE HISTORY AND 1310.NOM!CS OF 'l'IlE FIG MGTH 
-
J'.[EDITEBRANEAN FI£>tm MOTH 1 E. R:UliNIELLA {ZELL.), AND THE 





Family: · Phfc1t1dae 
(from .Imme, 1934). 
The larvae of the three oo:!nn'iOn species of E:phest1a, namely,·~ 
oautella, Wlk., .E. elutella, Rb,• e.nd ~· kuhniella, Zell., are serious 
pests of variou.s stored tood. produc.ts, espee~e.111 cereals, ~ried fruit, 
nuts and cacao, as well as tobacco, In. recent yea.rs the. storage ot 
lal".ge quanties ot these products .1n. warehouses has made the ravages of 
these insects both more important and noticeable. At the same time• 
increased facilities tor transport have. not only direetly enla.r.ged tb.e 
range of the sp&cies, but ha'fe Gpen.ed. up new countries as a source .of 
various products enc! so still further tJpread the. pests, so that they now 
have a world•wide distribution. 
T.b.ese species often occur together on stored products, e.g. ·Jh. 
elutellaand E. caute11a on dried tru1tt or E • .ku.b.niella anli"E. elutella 
' 
on grain U:Hnto.n, 1942}; ,E. elutella and .E• eautella on cacao, (Herford, 
. . 
1935), and nuts, (Curran., 1926). Sometimes all three art:a found together 
on. the same pro<J.u.ets. , To .know \that species are present is of considerable 
importance, sinee they differ in the amount of damage the;r are likely to 
do,. in their resistance to fumigants and .in. the trequen.ay with which they 
are recorded e.s pe.sts of other products. 
Hi tllerto, the species have been d.i:f'feret1.tit.te,.Q,;.1~.1mo~.:t-; ~n~i4,e-J,,:i r)y 
. their witJg pattern, slight differences .in the wing venation and in the 
seal~ tufts (found in the wings ot the males), being used to a lesser 
extent. Untortumately, the pa.ttern .ts often obscure and· highly variable, 
an.a. tends to become rubbed .off the wings wi tb. inerea.eing age~ so that in 
tb.e past, mis1dent11'1eations have been very frequent. Recently, Curran, 
1926, showed the.t the males ·Of the principal species infecting stored 
products could be very easily distinguished by 1:b.e structure of' the ex-
ternal male geni tali&. Richards and Herford, ( 1930) • and Richards and. 
Tb.om.son, (1932), have focussed their attentioa on the characters provi4e4 
8y the male an4 feJDiile genitalia, and have fou:iid that they provide sta~le 
characters tor identification, while the specific differences are of oon-
siderabl.e nagnitude. 
Similarly, it had not hitherto been possible to identity the larvae 
with certainty except by breeding them out, which is unsatisfactory both 
because of the time 1 t takes and because it frequently happens that many 
of the larvae die. But Hinton, (19-4.2 and 19'3), has found sta9le charae-
ters both for the 1st inste.r larvae and final inste.r larvae on which to 
differentiate the species. 
The eggs of' all the three specie are rugose, and Lehmensiek e.nci 
Liebers, (1938), b.avi discovered specific ditterenees in the: patterns of 
the ridges. 
The pupae do not afford a reliable guide for identification, since 
their eharacters tend to vary within a species. 
In this paper, the morphological differences among the three common 
species of Ephestia hawe been confirmed by the present author, so that 
they may be easily identi:tie4. The lite history of E, cautella. has also 
been worked out, as well as some aspects ot the lite history ot !,,_ 
elutelle. and E,. )!:.uhniella • These three epeeies have 'Deen tound to 
differ at certain points ot their life histories. Finally, the results 
of' other authors have been compare4 wi1h the findiDgs of' the present 
author. 
2} DIAGNOSIS OF 'mE GENUS EHIEgrrA, G,N. 
Riehards alllll Thomson., (1932), have given a tull 4escr1ption ot the 
diagnostie characters of Ephestia, iut the following description. is a 
au.mnary ot the more important characters:-
'Ihe tace is am.ooth without a projecting cone ot scales, Both the 
maxillary an.cl la'bial palpi are three-segmen.tecl, the tormer being short 
an.4 tilitorm, while the latter are moderately long and elothed with 
appressed scales, 
"l!'orewimgs with Se, meetiJSg the Costa at about its miclile, R1 
oasolesee•t betore reaching the oosta, R2 either reaching the eosta or 
obeoleseent just ietore 1 t; R3, R-t, a:a4 R5 eoin.eident; M2 a:n.cl :M{5 •o-
in.cident; on.a anal Tein. present; only veins M1, M a,ou rt:a.d. Curi re-
ceived iy the term.en, Cu2 aisent, •••• The base at the coata i• the 
male sometimes d.efleete4 towards the u..clersu.rtate ot the wi:llg, eaclosin.g 
a tutt ot modified scales ••• 
Hindwings with setRTM an.e.stomosei to n.ear the midi.le ot the wing; 
Sc+-R1, arising near the apex ot Rs, sometimes oo•inciclettt with it •• ; 
M2+3 and Cura always closely approximate« in the neighbourhood ot M - Cu; •• 
Vei~s Cu1a alld. 2A each with a defined pectea ot hairs, otten. more cleveloped 
in the male tho in the female, that oa the anal vei:a also otten precetled. 
by a. minute tutt ot modi ti et scale a. 
Markiys: torewi:sigs with three tram.sverae Un.es: the tirst usually 
before the middle ot the wing and darker in colour, bordered inwar4ly with 
paler seals s; the seeond line 'beyo•d the mid.tile, paler• outnrcUy margi11.et 
with clt.rk: scales, sometimes inwardly also, the third line consisting o-r a 
series of dark spots just before the apex; oa the disc ot the wimg a small 
.4ark spot, the orbicular, The diseal eai ot this lin& is trequentl.y 
darker th•• the rest ot 1 t. 'forming another dark spot• the clavitorm; ••• 
Hind wings whitish or greyish, rarely darker, • • • sometimes with a sua• 
terminal dark line.,, 
Ia the male the eighth tergite is usually mo4itied; the sides ot the 
tergite are large1y memaranous, iut an apical area and a narrow central 
strip are more heaTily ch1t1nise4; at the sides anteriorly are marrow 
ehitinised stripe :tram which arise tutts ot moditieu scales, 
External male 11nite11~. 
Cl 
S&oous w1 th e. meUan memltran.ous ar~ •••• ; nlves with a stro:agly 
-4-
chit1nise4 dorsal costa which is bifurcated anteriorly, ••• the basal 
margin reflexed torm111g a small sacoul.ue; ••• anellus usually emibi ting 
ohitinise4 areas: 2 ot these are ventral aad often tused ecross the 
median 11Ae, the other two are dorsal and appear, atter the extraction 
of' the aedeagus, a.s e. pair ot thickenings in the ventral wall of the 
tegumen; each of these dorsal thickenings sends out antero-laterally a 
process which is in close connection with the inner bifurcation of the 
costa, posteriorly they are sometimes :rusted together across the median 
line •• 
The gnathos is a small median structure, sometimes emitting 2 lateral 
arms, and supported on a pair ot struts: these struts rWl t"rom the 
gnat~os anteriorly, then curv& sharply round and joi~he sides of the uncus: 
•••• the anal tube emerges from the substance ot the tegumeA at a point 1m-
mediately posteriorly to the gnathos; the ventral wall ot the tree part of 
the anal tube is sometimes thickened to torm e. subscephium, which is otten 
trBnsversely striate: the uncus is broadly rouuded; the tegumen laterally, 
at a point just dorsal to the articulation ot the valve, is produce4 into 
a small lobe (E, oautella, Wl.k,),or a tinger~shoped process. (see plate 5). 
External female genitalia, 
The 8th tergite sometimes evenly chitinised, sometimes with antero-
lateral membranous areas, leaving a central more oh1tin1sed portion, whose 
shape varies speci:f'ioally: 8th Sternite ohitinised la.ter'illly, with a more 
or less central membranous area; oviposi tor ot simple structure: •••• bursa 
copulntrix l.nrge, the lam1na dentate, ••••• usually replaced by 2-18 chiti-
n1sed plates; the walls of the bursa sometimes also in pert studde4 with 
small chitinised spots, bearing minute teeth projecting into the bursa; the 
ductus bursae either with similar tooth-be&riDg spots, •• or with a 1011g, 
chi tinised plate; more re.rely the whole ductus is evenly chi tinised: the 
ostium ~urea lies on the membrane between the 7th and 8th sternites. (see 
plate 6 ). 
-o-
3 ) TECBNIQ,UE. 
Details ot technique will be described Ullder the various sections 
but the tollovdne is a brief description ot the more general methods ot 
teohni que: .. 
Methods ot rearing larvae, 
The larvae ot all three species were ree.rei in ball truit jars with 
wide mouths. They were kept closed by means ot corks with a very tine 
wire mesh plus organdie gauze to keep out parasites. It was round tba t 
cashew nuts were the most suitable medium tor growth, since they have the 
advantage of being relatively dry and •ot liable to mould 1Jli'estation un-
less supporting e very large population of larvae. Furthermore, they 
render the exa.mination of larvae relatively easy, since individual auts 
may be removed and the l&?'V'Qe therein easily e:znmine4. Theref'are, stock 
cul tu.res were reared on cashew nuts, as well as tried ttui t, raisins and 
chocolate to a certain extent. 
Stock cultures were also ra1se4 oa a cheap artificial medium advocated 
by Haydak, 1936, thus: l&i oz, glycerine vre.s thoroughly mixed with lei oz, 
honey, and stirred into a mixture of dry .material composed ot l2 oz, 
mealie meQl, 6 oz. No, 1 un.sifted boermeal, 6 oz. Iran, 3 oz. dry yeast 
and 6 oz. powdere4 milk. This mixture was used when requirefl. 
E, kub.niella was also reared on No. 1 unsifted meal, as e.dvoce. ted 
by Ullyett and van der Merwe (1947),and E, elutella reared o• tobacco as 
well, with lesser success. 
The larvo.e were reared at room temperatures and in the warm room with 
0 
a constant temperature or 85 F. and constaat relative humidity ot 6~. 
The length ot development varies at ditterent temperatures, tor the eggs, 
larvee and pupae and the nature ot the :food also influences the length of 
(; 
"- larval life. A thermohy,rograph was used to recorfl the temperature and 
hum.idi ty in. the warm room and at room temperatures. 
Although sometimes trio or three generntions were bred on the seme 
:food without tresh supplies being added, the old cultures were periodically 
destroyed and the jars sterilised in an autoclave, 
The lo.rvae were provided with strips o:f double-:ra.ced corrugated board 
in which to pupate, the aumber o:f strips depending on the number o:f larvae. 
The majority of the larvae erawl into these apertures, but some pupate 
between, and on the surface ot,the tood medium, or between the too4 medium 
and the glass, especially in the case ot E! kuhn.iella., 
The adults were eollected by suction or by hand auiiatroduced into 
breeding eages, ea.eh species having i ta own cage·. The eages were eighteen 
inches square and twenty-five inches loDg with four sides ot calico and 
providei!l with a glass door. The floor we.a ot wire gaua with a compart-
ment Ulld.erneath 1 t eontaini:ag a large sheet ot paper. Eggs laid. ay the 
moths were clropped through the gauze onto 'brown paper 'below, and were col-
lected when required. The moths were fed on a mixture of water e.nd honey 
soaked up in cotton wool and eontaine& in a wire gauze cylinder, which was 
suspeAdei from the root. Th.is increases the teoundity ot E. eautella and 
E. elutella, a.ecording to Norris, (1933 & 1934). It eggs were required they 
were counted on black paper marked into squares. Generally, trom 200 -
300 eggs wer& gently brushed onto the tood medium in jars ot 2 pint capacity, 
the f'oofl .m&tllri&:l occupying about halt the volume of jar. 
In. the eese ot E, el.utella, it was touna that the temalea preterref 
to oviposit directly onto the sides ot the cage, and in cracks ~nd crevices, 
rather than through the gauze. Therefcre, the moths of this species were 
placei in a large aual display jar ana allowed to oviposit directly onto 
pieces or organdie gauze to which the eggs adhered. The gauze was thn. 
removed ani. the eggs counted in the usual way. 
4:) DISEASES m '1HE COLONY. 
In. the beginnine, 1 t was t'ound that large numbers ot larvae, 
especially those ot E, elutelln,41et turing growth, sometimes resulting 
in 9()% mortality. The larvae would become dark brown amd sort, ani. at-
ter death, turn black and brittle. This occurred especially in the warm 
room, but also at room temperatures. Bamples were sent to parasite 
laboratories in Natal, ant thence to America, but the ca~al organism vms 
not identified, end was thoue;ht to be a virus. 
However, after sterilise.-
tio~ ot all the bottles and tooi medium in an autoclave the disease was 
reducet to a minimun. 
There were als:> oocasional outbreaks ot Mierobracon species, a para-
sitio wasp which lays its eggs in the liTiJl€ larvae of all three species. 
By using cork tops cov€re:e vii th tine wire mesh and further covered with 
organdie, the neaps were usually prevented from obtaining entl"Ei.nce to the 
jars or ov1pos1ting into larvae on the opposite sides of the gauze. How-
ever, in spite or all these precautions, some jars ocoa.sione.lly iecame coll-
te.minatet, and the contents of these were destroyed. 
Cultures were als-o conteminated iy small mi tea of' the species Pe4icu-
loides ventricosus which destroyed the eggs iy sucking out the contents. 
The 11arm room was periodically washed tlown with g&l!1IJ& tox to •e stroy the 
mites, aa( the bottles at room temperature kept on a table With its legs 
staaiin& in tins or p~ff in. mc1ttl4\-es 
'lhese JlUIDlis~s served to reduce the numbers 
of mites, but they were never eompletely destroyed. 
The next seetio~ is concerned with the morphological lit'ferences 
cimo:ng the three species of !Phestia • As has been. mentioned before. it 
is most important that these species are properly identified, since they 
differ in the amount or fem.age they are likely to do, and in their resis-
te.nce to fumigants (Hinton, 1942). Tb.et have ala:> been found to differ 
in the lengths of their lite histories (see section 6). 
-e-
5 )SYSJ:&JATICS. 
(a) Possible dift~ences in the eggs, 
The eggs ot all three species are white to pale yellow, sometimes 
darker yellow in the case ot E. elutella, and are aiout hall a millimetre 
in size. The eggs all tura •arker a few cays after they have ieen laid, 
those ot E. ce.utells. otten ieoom.ing oran&e or a dark butt or yellow colour. 
When first laid, tlle eggs ot all the species are covaret with a stieky glue 
which in most eases tastens them securely to the surface upon which they are 
laid; horiever, in the ca.se of E, cautella the eggs a.re more bri ttl.e ant i.o 
not aihere rea4ily to any surface, in contrast to the other 2 sp&eies, 
The egs exb.ibi t specitio dit:ferenoes in sblpe, those ot E. cautell& 
~eina barrel-shaped or nearly spherioa1, those ot E, elutella ieinc oval 
and those ot E, lcuhniella ieing eloneate-elliptical, 
When examined miorosoopically, the eggs e:lhibit a markedly rugose 
structure, with a pattern ot ri•ges and valleys joining each other, these 
:patterns also exhibiting specific iitferences, Lehmensick allll Liebers, 
1938, have noticed how the patterns differ in the three species, and their 
observations have been confirm.a• by the present author, 
E, cautella, (P.late I, tic.A). This is the only species with a recular 
surtaoe structure, w1 th longi tudina.l ridges in more-or-less straigb.t lines, 
and transverse smaller riiges radiating trom the longitudinal ones, 
E. elutella. (Pl.ate I, tig,B), There is no regular arrangement ot riages, 
ot which there are more thun in the o1:her 2 species. Furthermore, instea.t. 
ot longitudinal ridges, there are a number ot points with smaller ridges 
radiating in all directions trom them • 
.E, kuhniella, (Plate I. fig.C). Again, there is no regular arrangement ot 
riages, iut in this case the longitQdinal. ridges are larger, an4 tewer in 
number then the other 2 species. The transverse riiges also radiate in a11 
directions trom the longitudinal ri«ges, &ut the former &re not as twistet. 
as those or E, elutella , 
The lengths and 'breedths ot the eggs ware also measure« with an oculo-
micrometer, and the microscope Jans used was such that 80 divisions corres• 
ponfH. to 1 millimetre-, Therefore, each measure::ient was divided by 1/80 to 
convert it to millimetres. One hundred eggs of each species was measured, 
The results are as tollows:-
Table I a Dimensions of the eegs of ~hestia. 
Species length in mn. Bread th in mm. ·Length x Breadth 
(sq. mm.) 
range averaae range average averace 
E. cautella .31 .... « .38 .22 .... 35 .29 .118 
E. elutella .36 ..... 56 .50 •23 .... 42 .35 .1'12 
E. k'uhniella. .,s .... ss ,.55 .2a ..... 48 .33 .180 
' 
The results have al8' been expressed graphically• (plate 7), and from 
the graphs and taile I, it is seen that the 3 species overlap to a certain 
ertent, although the graph of lengths x breadth shows clearI.y that the eggs 
ot E. cautella,·:.a.re the smallest. ani those of E. kuhniella a.re the largest. 
The eggs of: E. · elu tella an• E •. kllhniella have approxillli te ly the same length•· 
while the eggs ot E, cautella are much shorter. As regards the breadths, 
there is much more overlap; with a tendency for E. eautella to have the 
shortest breadth• and E. elutella the longest~ 
---~-~----.------------------------------------------------------------------
(9) Possible differences in the larvae. 
Th.e first stace larvae of all three species a.re delicate white; rather 
hairy; and just visib1e to the naked eye; being about 1 mm. 1o.ng• The heat 
capsule is the widest part of the body, and is light brown in colour. Hinton 
(194:3 and 1944) • has worked out a key tor the separation ot the first-stage 
le.rvae. His observations have 'been confir.mei. by eDmination ot the larve.e 
by the present author and the key is as tollows:a 
1) "Eight?! aiiom.1:12al. segment with seta epsilon. separate« tran the spiracl& .. 
•1 a fiatanee equ•l to very slightly more; or to distinctly less, than the 
diameter of the spiracle •••• E. cautella". {see ple,te 2, fig B)• 
"Eighth aaiominal eegment with seta epsilon separate« trom the spiracle by 
a distance equal to much more than the diameter of the latter ••••••• (2). 
(see plate 2; fig. BI ani B3). 
2) "Mand.ii~ , when vte:wei Tentro-I119sally, with outer ventral tooth not 
tormiiag part ot the outer margin ot the .ma.ndi9le, Dut displaced mesallY so 
larva are 4: distinct series ar· 'black spots, Keh spot giving rise to one 
or two fine bristles. (see plate 2, tig.A). 
The three speoies cannot 'De iiff'erentiated 011 colour, although the 
larvae of Ef. eautella are ~1'ulmore iistinctly markeCi with pink or auf:r, 
those of E, elutella a.re often creamy'"'Yellow, especially when. feeiing 011 
toiaeco, &ltd those of E. kuhniella often have a greenish or purplish ~d 
colour. 
The sexes nay ie distinguished in the last insta:r ity means ot the testes 
of the male, which are o:rten highly colourei ani show through the skin of 
the 5th abdominal segment as "paired loiate ioiies on either side Of the 
iorsal vessel." (Noyes, 1930). 
The larvae cannot ite separated o~ size alone, although th& larve.e ot 
E. kuhniella are notiaea'bly larger than. the other 3 species. Since the 
size af a larva is not constant during its growth, and since the lana is 
elastic; the head capsule of 100 males and 100 lem&.les o:t each species have 
'Deen measured• using 2.n oeulomiorometer sci.le as before. The larvae hai 
0 
all been bred in the warm room on cashew nuts, at a tem;perature of 85:9!., 
" 
&D.i were oita1net from rolls of oorruca.tefl paper pl&Gei iJt the re&ring jars; 
since t~ey creep. into the paper to pupate. The results were as follows:-
Talt~ 3 w Heai capsule sizes of last instar larvae~ 
Species length in mm. bread th iD. mm. length :z: ATe. le~th x 
breadth. breadth tor 
(sq. mm.) male and female. 
I I 
I Range I Ave. Range Ave·. Ave. ! 
' 
E. cautella I male .75 .... 99 
I 
.ea .75 .... a9 .s2 .721 •774 
female .a1-1.oe 995 .eo-.95 .87 .826 
E. elu telle. 
1 male r74~1.06 .88 .75 .... 95 .as .748 .726 
female •;.65 ... 1.04 .s5 ,66-,94 ,.83 .705 
-
E1 lruhni elle ' ma.le .~2 ... 1.25 l.Q9 .98-1.31 1.09 1.18 1.19 female .95 ... 1.21 1.09 .92 ... 1.211 1.10 1.20 
Tab.lee, 3 again shows that the tl:iree· species overlap, E1 kuhniella 
beinc noticeable larger than the o1her 2 species, and E1 eautella being 
slightly larger than E. elutella. The female is slightly larger than the 
I male in the ease of E, cautella and E. k:uh:c.iella, al though in the latter case ) the difference ill. size is very slight, while in the case of E. elutella, 
( the male is larger than the teim1e. 
l\ 1·• '¥ 
'- !'Al { ·~~ wJIJ, , ~ v. v 1 •., ml'. ' 
~ 
However t the o:aly reliable cuide to the differentia ti. 011. ot the 
larvae has been give:a. by Hinton, 1942 and 1943: this has been foWtd 
correct by observations of th& present author. Hie key is as tollows:-
1) "Eic.hth abdominal. aecment with spiracle •ot more than two-thirds as broad 
as membranous part enclosed by seleri te ot seta rho." (see plate 2, tig. B3.) 
"Prothorax 11itk diameter of spiracle much less than distance between kappa 
setae." (see plate 2. fig Cl)••••••••••••••••·••••••••• E. elutella. 
"Ei&hth abdominal sepent with spiracle as broad ea or broader tha11. membranous 
part eaclosed by sclerite of seta rho. Prothorax with diameter of spiracle 
as great as or greater than distance betwee:a. kappa setae ••••••••••••••• (2). 
2) Eighth abdominal segment with seta epsilon separated from spiracle by 
considerably more than the diameter of the latter (see plate 2, tig Bl) ••• 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••·••••••••••• :m. kub.BiellA. 
Eichth abdominal. secment with aeta epsilon separated from spira.cla by less 
tha• the diameter of the latter••••·••••••••••••·••••••••• E. cautella. 
(see plate 2, tic B2). 
In. addition., i:1. E. elutella, the "subprimary sete. theta (pl.a:te 2, tic. B~0) 
. sometimes present on the ei~th abdominal seimen.t." 
-~------------------------------------------·--------------------------
·· ( 0) Possible di:f':fere1tces i• the pupae, 
Richards e.nd Thomson, 1932, have drawn up a key to the differentiation 
of the pupae ot the 3 species, but upon examination it has been foUB.d that 
their key does not always hold. ObserTations ot the present author 
h&Te shown that b. all the species, the pupae are of the complex obtecta type, 
sb.ce ~he developing wilJ€s, legs, man.dibles, maxillae and antennae are glued 
to the sur:f'8.ce, a~d are therefore fixed. Tlle whole pupa is covered by a 
hard, shiny, external ski:a, which is white whelt the pupa is first tormad, but 
which becomes an amber-brown colour a tew hours afterwards; sometimes the 
wing cases; become herd and black after about 4 days. 
I:a E. cautella, (plate 3, A), the antennae do1 aot en.d distinctly before 
the second pair of legs and the third pair of legs ere not exposed; 1• 
E. elutella, (plate 3, B), the ante11.JLae also do not ead before the secoad 
pair ot lees, but the third pair o-r lees are exposed (plate 3, tic B, 13). 
Ia E, kuhlliella• (plate 3 fi& C), the third pair of legs ere also exposed, and 
the antennae usually end before the 1'ings, al though this is a Te.riable 
character. Also• the maxillae become hidde:a by the second pair ot lees just 
before their termination. 
The sex of a pupa nay be determined accor4inc to the description of 
Richards and Thomson, 1932, which is as follows: "The rildiments ot the 
\A. 
ceni tal and anal apert!re s appear as short, longitudinal thi ckening-s on. the 
m.id•ventral line, the anus (ao, plate 3) being on the 10th segment, the male 
seni tal. aperture being on the 9th segment (plate 3, fig. C, go) , an.d the re ... 
male on the 8th (plate 3, fie A and B, go)." 
Measurements of 100 mal.es and 100 fem.ales o:f all three species were 
obtained by allowing last instar larvae bred on cashew nuts b. the warm room 
0 at 85 F. to creep into double-faced corrui:ated board and pupate there. The 
pupae were then removed and measured from the tip of the head to the tip of 
_the abdomen using vernier callipers. The measurements obtained were as 
follows:-
Table, 4 ... Measurement's of the :pupae ot EJ?hestia species. (in ems.) 
E1 cautella E. elute lla E. kuhniella 
- . 
I 
male f'emale male female male I !em.ale 
\ I 
- -\ j 
t \ .51-.78 .eo.-.e2_1 .50 .... e2 .so ..... so .64-1.06 1.70 ... 1.09 ange\ 
Terace l .69 .72 .69 .67 .87 .ss 
ilve • mal.e and I I female 1 encth .70 .68 .es 
I ! 
I I 
Therefrare, as in the case or the last i:nstar larvae, the species oTerlap, 
although the pupae· of E1 k:uh:m.ielle are ~oticeably larger than the other 2 
species, and E. cautella 4s larcer than E, elutella. Again, the fem.ales of' 
E. cautella an.d E, kuhn.iella attain a larger size than the males; this dit-
ference being very slight in the latter case, and again, the tm.les of' ~ 
elutella are slightly larger tha1 the females. 
---~-... ----------------------------------------............. -- ... ~-------..--------------------
(B) Possible differences in the adults. 




one another in the wing patterns and genitalia, but the Willi venation and the 
size of' the body ofter no reliable guide to differentiation. 
One hundred males and 100 female adults of the· three species have bee:e. 
0 
measured from species :red on cashew nuts in the warm room at 85 F. The males 
42-n 
and temales may be easily differaatiated by the tact that in the male the 
nbdomen is elon&ated and ha.a a pair of clappers while ill the female tAe 
end 
abdomen is about twice as lon& as broad, with a large aperture at the e.ne.l a:ad 
I\ 
no claspera. The adults were measured from the tip of the head to the tip of 
< 
the abdomen with vernier callipers as soon as they were dead. The results 
were as follows: -
Table 8 ... Body Lescths of Adult Eph.estia Species. (In oms.) 
E. cautella E. elutells E. kuhniella 
ma.le female male female male female . 
Raage .60 .... s3 .65 .... 91 .55 .... e4 .53 ... 79 .61 ... 1.05 .76 ... 1.00 
I I ATerace I .72 .76 .71 .67 .87 I .as 
Ave. male and .74 .69 .as 
fem.a.le le-cth 
The resalts have also been expressed graphically, (plate 8). Aaain, it 
is seen that the species -overlap is size, although. E. lruhJt.iella ia aotioeably 
larcer than the other 2 species, and E. cautella is slightly larger tha•!· 
elutella. Acain, as in the ease of the larvae and pupae. the females ot E. 
oautella and E. kuhniella. ere slightly' larger than the males, while the males 
ot E. elutella are larger than the f'errales on the averace. Thus it is see:a 
that size offers no reliable guide to the differentiation of' the adults. 
Differences in colouration and wing :patter:na, (Observations of the present 
author). 
The moths of E, ca11tella are more lightly co;toured than the otmr 2 
species, being dull yellow-brown or dull yellow-grey on upper and undersur-
faces. The wings are a dull buff-brown or buff-grey; often distinctly tinged 
w1 th reddish brown scales in the region .of the f'irst line. (Chittenden., 1911, 
has observed that some moths were even darker than E. elutella or E. kub.niella 
but this has neTer been personally obserTed). Aleo, the re~ion of the wine-
before the first line is usually lighter in colour than the rest ot the wing. 
The markings conform to the ceneral pattern as described on page 3, paragraph 
5 . s, althougb. the first line is rather diffused with dark scales e:xtend.ing to ... 
wards the middle of the wing, and the second line is both. inwardly and out-
wardly margined with dark scales~ The hind wines are of the same general 
s 
colour at the body, bein& a pale straw colour tinged with grey. (see plate 
4; A)• 
ehitinised, not striate; apex or uneus ro1.1nded; tegumen laterally produced 
in.to a short tinger-like proee ss." In addition, the gna tho s is U shaped• 
and the aedeagus (not shown. in diagram.) is a simple, sub-cylindriea~tube. 
For E. elutella, the description is thus: "the membranous area of 
sa.ceus eoTering about three-quarters of its width; costa of the valve 
simple, with no tooth; ventral thickenings of the anellus about as long es 
broad; dorsal thickenings elongate, posteriorly curved outwards into a 
broad hook; pathos triangular, with short lateral arms; subscaphium 
weakl.y chi tinised, anteriorly fairly striate; apex of uncus rounded; 
tegumen l.aterally produced into short broad lobes; a&deagus a simple, 
sub-cylindrical tube". (Plate 5,B). 
:m, kuhniella: "Membranous area of saccus covering one-third its 
width ; eosta o:r valve produced into a curved, acuminate; apical tooth; 
ventral thickenings of the anellus somewhat ema.rginated posteriorly; dorsal 
thicke:nings reduced, consisting ot elon&ate, not very conspicuous chitinous 
bars; gn.atho s pentagonal, longer than broad, w1 th no lateral arms; sub-
scaphium. rather strongly chitinised, transversely striate anteriorly, about 
4 times as long as broad; uncus longer than. usual, rounded posteriorly; 
tegu.men laterally hardly produced, lobes rounded, very short; e.edee.gus a 
sub-cylindrical tube, dilated at its apex." (Plate 5, C). 
The female genitalia follow the same ceneral description given on. page 
4 paragraph three, also with specific differences. In E, cautella, (plate 
6, IA and IB), the oTipositor is bluntly rounded, and the eighth tergite 
qua.drate, with a "large,, membranous apical area, leaving only a narrow 
posterior chitinised strip on the disc; •••• ductus bursa (plat+, IB), with 
parallel-sided, striate plate," (Richards and Thomson, 1.932). Bursa with 
numerous an.all chitinised spots, the lamina dentata being replaced by 1 to 5 
( uaually 2 to 3) chi tin.i sed plates. 
E. elutella, (plate 61 2A and B). "Ovipositor elongate, rounded at 
apex, 8th tergite quadrate, with 2 large, antero-lateral membranous areas, 
leaving rather a narrow posterior chitinised strip• which is produced on th& 
median line into a long, am.unilil.0.te tooth-like process; ductus bursae with 
numerous... chi tinised spots in the region of the bursa; • • • • • • th.& .lJil:mina 
dents.ta replaced by 7 ... l()cb.1t1nisad plates.tt (see pla.te 6, 2B). 
E. kuhniella, (Plate 6, 3A and 3B). The oTipositor is elongated, its 
struts about tour ti.mes as long as the width of the 8th tercite; the latter 
is more than twice as lon& as broad and evelly chiti:nised; the d1.1ctus 
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bursa and bursa copulatrix have chitinised spots; the lamina dentata are 
replaced by 1-4, (usually 2,) chitinised plates. (see plate 6, 3B). 
In. addition, the 8th tergite in the 1t2les ot each species has charac-
. I 
teristic chitinised strips and modified scales Vih1ch will be described 
briefly accoriirv-c to the description given by Bi.chards and Thomson; lQ32. 
E. 6autella.. (Plate 5, D). "Largely membranous with a tairly broad apical 
area, which is produced anteriorly b.to a narrow central strip9 more chi ti ... 
nised; the central strip ending in a small, rounded expansion", oa each 
side at:: the tergite arises five tufts of modified scales, one tuft directed 
anteriorly, and the other tour projectinc posteriorly. "There is :further, 
a median, anteriorly directed tuft of· hair scales arising from the membrane 
between the 7th and 8~h terc1tes." 
El. elutella. (Plate 5,E). "Almost entirely membranous, with narrow central 
chitinised strip, which is produced anteriorly into a small, triangular ex.-
paneion; on each side of the tergite arise four tufts ot modified scales"•• 
E. kuhnielln. (Plate 5• F). "Largely membra1ous with a fairly broad 
apical area, which is produced backwards as a narrow central strip, more 
chitinised; the central strip produced into 2 long arms anteriorly; at 
each side of the anterior end of the tergi te • 2 broad fans of modified scales 
arise tr cm small chi tinised areas." 
Finally, there are behaviour differences e.me>Ja& the thre~ species. The 
moths of E. cautella and E, elutella are extremely active and may be observ• 
ed actively flyin& in their cages in the early morn1n1s and late after~oons, 
while those of E. lruhnie.11& have not been observed actively flying unless 
unduly disturbed. Also, individu~ls or E. kuh.nielle., when at rest, have the 
t'ront part o-C the body elevated, and there is a distinct slope to the wines 
which a.re wrapped round the body, making the shape lone and thin.. Ia the 
other 2 species, the :front part or the body is alightly elevated• and the 
win&s are laid flat across the back, rarely wrapped round the body. 
--~------------------------ ------ .. ------------------------------------
The next section is concerned with the life history and bionomice of 
E. cautella, .:with some ~om.parisons with the other 2 species. ~ite a 
large amount ot experimental work has already been carried out on E. 
el~tella and E. kuhniell.a, but research on E. cautella has been lacking, 
therefore. it was decided to concentrate nminly upon this species. 
""-~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~----------------------------------------------------· 
e)BIONOMICS. 
A) The ]'cc. 
The eggs ot all three spe~'ies have already been described, and the 
a.verate measurements tabulated in section 5A. They are deposited from the 
first nicht after ma.till€ on or near the food. In the case of E. cautella, 
when meted females were ~ Confined in alass specimen tubes with pieces ot 
they Preferred to oviposit directly onto the &lass, but in muslin ge.use, 
the other 2 species. a decided preference was shown for the muslin gauze 
rather than the glass of the tubes. In section D (the Adult), :f'ood• 
~~- t on· ovipositing females will be described. selection exper.l.JJ~n s 
a) Duration of development. This was tested for the three species at 
room temperatures and also . n ...... i the _,rm room at a eoRstant temperature of 
85oF (29.?oC.) and constant relative humidity of oo%, also in an incubator 
· m'De t f 55°..f (18 3°c ) , and constant relative humidity at a constant te-,_ra ure 0 ~. • • 
of 65%. In both cases the humidity was kept constant by confining the 
pl.._ moths in specimen tubes in dee~if tors over a ~2~t solution '""de up to 
the required strength. 
Fert.Ih'sed feimles of the 3 species were kept in specimen tubes pro ... 
vided w1 t1a strips of muslin e;auze in the case of E. elutella e.nd E. kuhnielle, 
while females of E, cautella were confined in tubes witl'lout gauze. These 
tubes were kept at room temperatures and were examined durill€ the day each 
hour tor sicus of eggs, so that the hour of:1oviposition was known. 
The ecga 
obtained were counted on black paper marked into squares, and placed in num-
bered specimen tubes, 20 e~ga to a tube. 
The tubes were then placed at a 
definite condition of temperature and humidity, or left at room temperatures 
and humidities. 
At constant temperatures and humidities, there was no need to test the 
eggs of all three species at the .same time, bu.t at room temperatures this was 
necessary to compare devel.opment. Howvver, it was :f'ound impossible to obtain 
the eccs of all three species simultaneously; stocks of E, kuhniella were 
not obtainable, until March; 1951, and either there were not sU:f'fieient :f'erti-
lised r·emales of all the species, or the females did not all oviposit at the 
$\me time, 
Consequently, the ei;~s of E. caute11a and E. etutella were com-
pa.red f:rom 30th September - 17th October 1950 at an average temperature end 
humidity of 62.1°F. and 66% R.H. (Table 6,A). 
The eggs of E. cautella and 
E. kuJuij~ were compared from 2nd - 12th April 1951 at an average tempera-
ture and humidity of 69.7 • and 6399% R.H. (Table 6• C). Finally, 
E. cautella was tested alone from the 9 - 19th May, 1951; at an average 
temperat&re and humidity of 67.SQF. and -5Yl.8% R.H. (Table, .2_,B). The 
results may be summarised as follows:• 
Table 6 - Length of development of the eggs of Ephesti a species 
Average temp. 
A) 0 62.l F. 








Range of Temp f Ave. 
Humid it 
0 53 - ?4 F. 
( 11. 4 - 23. 3° c. 
60.?% 
(constant) 65% 
0 59 - ?? F. 
(15 - 25°c.) 
5?~8% 
0 
63 - ?6 F. 0 63.9% 
(l?.2 - 24.4C) 
(constant) 60% 
Range of No. of 
Humidity eggs used 
43 - 83% 160 
(constant) 200 
44 ~ 7?% 180 
45 - 83%- 320 
(constant ' 200 
Thus it is seen the development of the eggs of all the species varies 
With temperature, a hiih temperature accelerating development. It seems' 
that the ea&s of E. cautella take the shortest time to develop at all tem-
( 
peratures, while those of E. kuhniella have the longest deve.J..opment, a.lthougb. 
the differences between the species'ts slight, especially at the constant 
. I._/ 
0 ~ tem,peratures of 65 F and 85 F. E, cautella takes a loIJ«er time to develop 
at 67.8°F. (9 days) than at 65°F. (~days} since the former temperatuee is 
0 not constant, but ranges from 59 - 77 F. 
Therefore, at a ra~ of temperatures between 85°F. and 53°F,, the de-
velopment .of the eggs of E. cautella and E. elutella occupies trom 3 days to 
.t2 weeks; and the same is probably true of E. kuhniells.. 
b) Changes in the ep.,ga during development. 
Ae mentioned before, the e~a of all three species become darker in 
Incubation_ p~riod in d.a.ys. 
1----~~~----------...-~~~------------...,...--------~---------1 
·' E. cautella 
range ave rag 
12 .8 - 14.1 
6.? - 8.1 ?.l 
8.6 - 9.4 9.0 
·I 







15.2 -16.6: 15.9 
I 
'E • .kuhniella 
range average 
6.9 - 8.2 ? .4 "6.6-8.2 
6.6-6.9 6.? 
3.5-6.5 4.2 3.3-5.1 ! 4.5 I 
I 
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brown colour. Sometimes the e&gs of E. cautella become an orange-brown 
colour. 
In order to deter.mine whether there 
development, 2 batches of 100 eggs each were measured a few hours after they 
had been laid in the warm room. One batch was left at room temperatues; 
the aTerace temperature beiDg 66.l°F. (18.9°C.} and the average humidity 
beinc 58.2%; the other batch was left in the warm room at a consta.nt\tieznpera-
ture and hJDD.itUty of as°F. (29.5°0.) and eo% R.H. The eggs at room 
temperatures were measured again 4 days after being laid, and a.ea.in 4 days 
attar the second measurement, just prior to hatchiJlC. The egcs in the warm 
room were measured every day. The results were as follows:-
. Table 7 - Egg measurements of Ephestia cautella. 
avera~e sizes for 100 eggs (in milliljetres). 
at .room. temperatures in the warm room 
length breadth average lencth breadth averace I 
1. x b. 1. x b. I 
Lst 
I 
mea:surement .40 .30 I .120 .39 .zo .117 
I 
I 2nd I ' measurement i .39 .30 I .117 .39 •30 •117 I I ! ' j i I 
! 3rd I I I-
.39 .30 .117 .39 .30 I .117 1 measurement i i l 
T.b.erf'oce, there appears to be no chal18e in the size of the eggs of 
E, cautella during development• 
c) Process of hatching. When the e&g is reedy to hatch ithe larva makes a 
circular opening in the end of the esg-shelJ. by chewing actively through the· 
shell. It then crawls out onto the surface to which the egg is attached 
during tae incubation period, leaTiD£ the empty egg-shell remainine attached~ 
and attainine; its origie.al shape. 
-----~----------------------------~-------~------------~------------------
B)lhe LerT&. 
The larva of all. 3 species hes alrea.dy been described i:D. section: 5B, 
and measurements have also been given for head capsulss of' first and last 
instar larvae. 
a) Behaviour and activities. 
The Ephestia larvae are 
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active as soon as they emerge, and crawl away without de.lay in search 
of tood. The egg-shells a.re not usually eaten, but in the absence of 
other food, both the shells and even any unhatched eggs may be eaten. 
On cashew nuts, the larvae begin feeding by burrowing into grooves 
of' the nuts; or in the absence ·Of these, tunn.el e. groove directly on. the 
surface. As they feed, the larvae leave trails of silk, white pellets of 
excreteme:at and :f'raas behind; then& trails beccming more obvious as the 
• larvae increase in size. Often, the larvae feed on one place for a time, 
scooping out hollows in the nuts. A short time before each moult, feeding: 
stops and the larva becomes restless, often leaving its :food. MoultiJ3i; 
takes ple.ce beneath a slight silken she1ter on or ·off the food, the wb.Ole 
process taking a tew hours. After a moult, the larva is quiescent f'or e: 
time, often for a day, before it resuw.esnfeed1:og ecain. 
When the larvae are fully grown, they leave their food and wander up 
the, sides of the jars to pupate. This upward moveme,i;.t of the last instar 
larvae is a very ma.rked characteristic ot Ephestia. 
l'I 
Bovingdoli\, 1933• Reed 
&. Livingstone, 1937; and many other authors have" remarked that in warehouses 
the larvae crawl up the walls and pupate against the ceiling boards. When 
the larvae are very numerous the trails of silk which they leave behind them 
eventually become woven into a compact fabric covering the jar. 
strips of corrUiS-ted board are usually provided on the surface of tbe 
food m.edium for pupation, but when this is omitted the larva.I wandering period 
is prolonged end finally the larvae p~pate aiainst th~sides ot the glass or 
in between the nuts. E. kuhniella differs from E, ca:utella and E• elutella 
in that the larvae prefer to pupate ace;inst the sides of the glass and ia 
between the nuts, rather than in the corrugated board, and will onl.y pupate 
in the latter when the food medium is very crowded. 
Before they pupate, the larvae of the 3 Ephestia;!.species enter a prepupal 
period when they eease wandering, become quiescent and s:pin a silken shelter. 
They remain JIIOtionl.ess unless provoked, from on& day up till a week or more, 
before they cast off the final larval skin and pupate. 
On the other :rood substances used, the behaviour of the larvae is the 
same as on cashew nuts. Attempts to rear E. ku.hniella on dried rrui t were 
unsuecesstul, but the larvae of E, cautella and E. elutella when: reared on. 
dried apricots, peaches, pears, prunes, apples and raisins, attack the 
crevices on the surface of' the fruit, tunnelling through the f'f:esh, also 
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leaving trails of silk, f'rass and dark brown pellets of excre.tement. 
E. elutella larvae will not develop on chocolate, but the larvae of 
E. c6utell.a and E. kuhniella tunnel into the surface and cause a similar 
amount or de.mace as on the other food substances mentioned. When reared 
K 
on Boermeal, the larvae of E, luhniella similarly tunnel through the flour, 
causing unsightly d8Jllage since particles of flour and e:;a!retement adhere 
to their trails of silk causing "•ebbi!IC"; this confirms the obserwtions 
or Dend.y and Elkington, 1919. Finally, the larvae of E, elutella,when 
reared on tobacco, consume the entire lee.f between the larger Taina and the 
mitfil-rib, making irregularly ... she:ped holes and leaving particles of silk .inter-
mingling with the tobacco, to which particles of tobacco, frass and dark 
brown pellets of excretement adhere. This confirms the observations ot 
Bovin.gdon., 1933 and Reed and Livingstone, 1937. 
B~ The number of moults. The 11.umber of moults ha.s been worked out for 
0 
30 individual larvae of E, cautella at a constant temperature of 85 F. 
0 
(29.5 C,) and a constant relative humidity or e~. 
Females that had been bred on cashew nuts were allowed to lay eggs in 
glass specimen tubes, and as soon as the larvae hatched, ea.ch larva was 
gently placed on a half-ca.shew nut by means of a very fine, sterilised, 
camel-hair brush. Each larva on 1 ts food was then plecad into a numbered 
specimen tube and latt in the warm room. The larvae were e:xa.mined each day 
and the breadth of their head capsules was measured. As a fin.al check, 
after each moult the dehisced head capsule was also measured, 
It was found that the larvae often fed inside- a silken shelter covered 
with frass and debris, and also moulted inside some covering. Therefore, ex-
t:m1nat1o:n was difficult uJlless the coTerinc was removed, and this constant 
interference with the larvae tended to prolong their lives:, i.e. the avera:ce 
leqth ot l.arva.l life was 47,4 days, while the average le;nath of undisturbed 
cultures in the warm room was 34,7 days, 
It was found that 16 of the :E.rvae completed their development with ~ -, 
instars, having 6 moults, while 14 of the larvae completed development with 
6 instars, he.vi:ng 5 moults.. The average widths of the hea:d capsules for 
the instars follows in Table s. (next page). 
·- - - - -
Table 8 - .Awrage width of head oupsules in millimetr ~s. , 
~· 
• . ,, .·:· 
number o;t: larv-ue numbe:r of ins tars . _:: 
~·-. 
I II III 
16 VII inst t.r lorvae. runge .I62-.I88 .212-.238 .25-.325 
average 0;173 o.22e 0.301 
' I I4 VI ins tar larvae. range .I62-.I88. .212-.2·38 .·2?5-.;338 
! averaRe 0.178 0.230 
' 
These results have also been expressed in the form of a craph (see 
plate 9,B). 
The head capsule sizes of all the instars haTe beem. plotted for all 
0.311 
the instars, and it is seen that the head capsule sizes increase in steps. 
It is seen taat the head capsule· sizes or: the VII im.star larvae oTerlap in. 
the 6th,6th and 7th instars, sho*ing that the larvae have ereat variation 
in size even i:n the ea.me instar. However, the VI i:nstar le.rT&e eh.ow no 
such overlap. 
Ale::>, from craph 9B and table a. it is seen that tor each instar. thfi)' .. 
0 width of the head capsule of' the VI tnstar larvae Dmrt• ie larcer thaa 
the.t of the VII - instar larvae at the same stage. But because ot their 
extra moult end instar, the VII w inetar larvae ettain a larger head capsule 
iD. the fully deTeloped larve.e. 
When. the ratio of' 1ncrea6e of hea.d capsule sizes is calculated, the 
results ere as :tollows: .. 
Table 9 ... IJtcreaee expressed as a ratio.~·between successiTe instars. 
16 ... VII 
instar larvae 




I - II II - III IIIwIV IV .. V V ... VI VI ... VII Average 
1.30 1.39 
It is seen from table 9 that the ratio of increase between the successive 
head capsules is almost constaJLt in the VII b.star larvae, e·xcept tor the ra-
tio between the 6th and 7th instars. b. the VI instar larvae, the e.vera&e 
is 
ratio of increase (l1r36) -. greater than that of th& VII instar larvae 
; . 
IV :t , .. ·. ·VI 
.338-.45 
p.400 
.425- .6!2 ... ·. 
0 .530 ./ 
•562-681~. 0.7.3 . . 
.3?5-.%~ .525-.65 .772-.875 
0.42? 0.592 0.823 





(1.32). Moreover, the ra.tio is not constant, but increas&s trom 
1.30 ~ l.39 with the number ot insta.rs. 
discussed later {see section 7B). 
T.ll~se results will be h:Jlther • 
The :a.umber ot moults and instars was als:> :f'ound by taki~arvae at 
raadom :f'rom different ::popule t ions growing in the warm room on cashew nuts. 
T.b.e breadth of 220 head capsules was measured 9 and the results are shown 
craphice.lly. (see plate 10). 'lh.e». the larvae { Tert:ical &xi a) are plotted 
against their corresponding head-capsule size·s, (horizontal axis) t seven 
definite peaks are foundt corresponding to seven definite instars and six 
moults. But unfortunately it is ~ot possible to detect 'flhether there ere 
aay VI ... inste.r larvae by this .method. 
c) The· duration ot i1tatars. The duration of the inete.rs was worked out at 
the same time as observations 01 the number of moults, and the results are 
as follows: ... 
Tab:r.~ 10 ... The d11ratio:a of the instars~ (in days). 
------
-
16 VII ... in.star le.rn.e 14 VI ... in.star larw.e. 
ste.ce lencth of stage stage lencth of etace 
range averace range &Terage 
let in.star 5 ... 8 6.4 lat in star 5 ... 13 e.9 
!2nd 
I .. I 4 ... 9 5.8 2nd .. 3 ... 9 5.1 
13rd 
I 
" I 4 ... ll s.2 3rd " 3 .... 7 s.o I 
I I 
.. 
4th " 3 ... 11 e.2 4th ft 2 ... 8 5.,4 
I 
5th " I 3 ... lQ I 5.4 5th " 
2 ... ll e.2 
6th " 
I 5 ... 11 ! 6th " I e.s 4 ... 23 11.0 ! 






of' larn.l 38 ... 62 51.,1 31 - 57 43.7 
life 
It is thus seen that in both cases, the average le:ncths of the staces 
very within narrow limits, except for the last ins-tar, when the larvae enter 
a wandering stage, a:ad the instar is prolonged. Al.so, although the average-
lengths of the stadia of the- VII .. inste.r larvae are nalt always longer than. 
the e.Terage leI1C:ths of the VI - instar larvae, the ay-ere.ge lemcth ot the 
larval lite of the former is longer than that of the latter, due 1'ID 
-
the extra inatar. 
d) The pre ... pupa., As mentioned before, the larvae, after the fine.1 moult, 
leave their food and wander in search of a place to pupate, F.rom. table 10, 
it is seen that this wandering stage may last from 3 ... 23 days, for both VI 
and VIt:t1 ... inetar larvae·, Then the larvae spin up and become quiescent, 
ell.tering the prepupal stage. This stage. lasts from l. ... 5 days, with an av-
erace of 2.3 days for both classes of larvae. 
In this prepupal stace; the larva~ becomes less mobile and tends to 
move backwards when stimulated by touch. The head bee omes bent into the 
prothorax a:a.d the body tends to contract, becoming stiff and straight, while 
the thoracic appendages become immobile and point stiffly anteriorly, 
Finally, all mobility is lost. before pupation occurs, 
e)Leyth of lanal stage. 
The leJ!Cth of the larval stace, from the hatching of the •" uatil 
the prepupal etace, has been determined for the larvae ot E. cautella, !!_. 
elutella and E·, kuhniella deTeI oping on different foodstuffs in tlle warm 
room, und. isturbed. The temperature and humidity were maintained constant 
0 0 % at 85 F, (29.5 C,) and 60 R.H. The rewults were as follows:-
Te.ble 11 - The lencth of the larval stace of' Ephestia species. (in days). 
. Food stuff' 
of the 
larvae 





Length of the larval stage (in days), 
B, cautella E, elutells. E, kub.niella 
. . :vance &Te. 
I 
21 ... 5Q 34,7 29 - 53 38 22 .. 501 35.2 
1~~~~~-+.-~~~~+-~~~-+-~~-t-~~-+,~~~-1-~~~-+~~~~~~-- -
29 ... 72 47,l 29 • 68
1 
47 .3 ao developmel:l.t dried fruit 400 
chocolate 500 
tobacco I 350 
Boerm.eal 300 
l 
30 - 76 49,9 no development 
I 




not de term1ned l 
I 
25 ... 59 39 
It is thus seen that the deTelopment of E. cautella is most rapid on 
cashew nuts, while its development on dried fruit and chocolate takes about 
a fortnight loriger tba:a on cashew nuts. . It di(! not deTelop on tobacco, and 
showed very little development on flour. {The reasons for this will be dis-
cussed later). Similarly, the development of E, •lutella is also the most 
-27~ 
Table 12 .. The l& ngth of the pupal s.tage in days. 
E. cautelle. E. elutella . ·E1 kuhni&lla 
ranee 4 ... 8 6 - 11.5 '1 - 12 
--- - ·- - - - - - -- -
averace I 6.'1 a.e e.4 I ! 
It ia thus seeA that again., E. oautella has a sllorter davetopmentt but 
the development of the pupae of E. elutella takes the longest time, oo».trary 
to the larvae. However, there is not much appreciable difference between 
the development ot the pupae of E. elutella an E. kuhniella. 
b) AotiTities. For the first few days the pupa of all three species is 
semi...a.otive, al'ld ma.y be observed moving its abdomen. Only segments V and 
VI of the abdomen are mo'9'8.ble .• Later on, the pupal case become• too hard tor 
any movemen.t e.t all, thus attar about 4 or 5 days the pupa relBiins motionless 
until the adult amerces. 
••W~•------~-----w•-~-------------------------------------------------------
D) The adult. 
The ad·ult has alre•dy been described in section 5D, and the average 
leqths of the males and females of all 3 species have el.so been stated in 
the same section. 
a)Emer1enoe. Moths from pupae kept in th.e laboratory at room temperatures 
and also bt the warm room, with a weak artificial ligh.t, were observed to e-
merce at any time durinc the day or night. The moth emerces from the pupal 
case by forcing it open at the anterior end and immediatety begins to unfold 
its wings, holding them upright over the back until dry. The whole process 
takes about 20 minutes or lon~er. 
b) Habits and copulation. The adults of Ephestia species are known to be 
nocturnal, and personal observations confirm this. It was noti.ced that the 
moths kept in cages in the laboratory were quiescent during th.e day, but they 
became very actiTe in the early mornings and late afternoons when the light 
was diffuse. Moths kept in the warm. room in a very weak artificial licht were 
observed actively flYi:ag at all times of the day. 
Copulation occurs when the moths are most active, i.e. in the early morn~ 
ings at about 7 - 8 em. and in the afternoons from 3 pm. onwards. However, if 
the moths are unduly disturbed during the day they will copulate at any hour. 
This confirms the observations of Reed and Livingstone, 1937. 




eJ.moat as soon as the wings are dry. Vircin females begin "calling" when 
ready for pa.1r104:. Richards and Thom.son have best described the action 
thus: "In this action the female sits with its wings folded up and the 
apical half of its abdomen bent over its back between them. Meanwhile the 
apical abdominal segments are alternately exserted and retracted, so that 
the intersegmental membranes are widely exposed. There is little doubt 
that during this process, a scent attractive to the males is emitted •• • 
the male becomes very excited in the presence of the calling female ••• 
and begins fluttering around the female, who at first begins to take little 
notice or even runs away. Eventually she comes to a stand.still and the male 
stands facing her, head to head, and bends his abdomen over his back to grip 
the tip of the female abdomen. Almost inmediately; the pair twist round so 
as to be tail to tail." 
Females have been observed to .mate more than once in all three species, 
and they may assume the calling position even atter they have mated. Males 
mate repea. tedly until with .: .. Old age they becoma too weak to &riP the females 
· ef'fecti vely. 
In the case of E. cautella; the length ot copulation was observed tor 
100 couples. The moths were introduced into a cage a.t room temperature which 
was observed every 15 minutes tor copulating couples. The couples were gently 
coaxed into specimen tubes, one couple to each tube; and the time noted. 
The tubes were then examined every 15 minutes to see if the moths bad sepa-
rated, so that the beginning and end of copulation was known within 15 minute 
intervals. The minimum and maxim.um times recordee were 8 minutes and 30 
hours respectively, but the latter case was exceptional and in the former 
case it was assumed that fertilisation was not successful. 
was 2 hours 18 minutes:-
15% lasted from 8 minuteg to 1 hour 
32% lasted from one hour to 2 hours 
33% lasted from 2 hours to 3 hours 
14% lasted from 3 hours to 4 hours 
4% lasted from 4 hours to 5 hours 
and 2.~ lasted for long;er perio~s. 
The average ti.m& 
50 couples of E. elutella exhibited about the same ave~e l~ngth of 
copulation as E. cautella, i.e. 2 hours 23 mins., but the average time tor 
50 couples of E. kuhniella was 4 hours 30 minutes, with a range of 3 ... 7 hours 
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or more, in acreem.ent with· results obtained by Brindlpy, 1930. Theretore, 
this species has a longer copulation period than the otb.er 2 species. 
c) Feeding• The adults of all 3 species do not feed at all, but thay 
consume small quantities of water if present. 
d) Lon;evitl• The longevity of males and females of the three species has 
0 been determined at room temperatures at a constant temperature ot 65 B• 
0 
(18.3 c.) in an incubator and con·stant relative humidity of 65%, and at e. 
0 0 
constant temperature of 85 F. (29,.5 c.) in the warm room, with a constant 
relative humidity of ao%. The stock jars were observed every morning at 
8;.30, every ·mid-day and every evening at about 5 pm. so that the times of 
emer,en.ce were known to the nearest halt-day. In every case, the adults of 
the three species were obtained from larvae that had been feedin,a on cashew 
nuts. 
Adults were placed in separate, numbered specimen tubes kept at room 
temperature, in the warm room and in an incubato~~ In the latter 2 cases: 
the humidity was maintained at a constant level by placing the tubes in a 
0 
Kdestif tor contain!~ sulphuric a.cid ma.de up to the proper strength. Usually 
e 
the females wer,I\ allowed to mate first i:n a dual display jar w1 th males of 
known lo!}gevity, so that the oviposition periods and fe~u.ndity of the females 
~--·----
was worked out at the same time as the long;evi ty. The specimen tubes were 
OQserved every morning, mid-day and evening, so that the time of death was 
known to the nearest hal.f-day as well, and the longe.vity could be calculated. 
Unfortunately• 1 t was not possible to co~are ·the longevity at room tem-
peratures for all the 3 species at the same time. Stocks of E. kuhniella 
were not obtainable until !~ch, 1951, and even when cu,ltures of the 3 species 
were breeding the adults did not all emerge at the same time or on the same 
days. Consequently, the longevity of E. cautel]Ja;. was deter.mined from the 
3rd .Tune ... 9th September; 1950; the longevity of E. elutella was detarmin.ed 
:from 22nd .Tune ... 28th .July• 1950 and again from 12th Au~ust ... 29th September, 
1950; and the longevity of E·. kuhniella was determined from 7th April ... 17th 
May, 1951 1 at temperatures and humidities indicated in table: 13. The results 
may be summarised as followst• 
""30-
I· 
- ' -~ 
Table i; - Length of life or Ephes·tie ad.ul ts in days .. 
Range of Ave. temp. Range. o! 
. 
Ave. 





78°F. 0 130 86% 68.5% male 52 - 59.5 F. -(15.3°C.) 
tamale '" " " " ---· ---~------
?4° F. 0 28 90% 69.'5% male 51 - 60.l F. -
(15.6°c.) 
" II .. female " -- --
?8°F. 
() 
8?% 62.4% male 54 - 61.2 F. 35 -(16.2°C) 
tf " female " I " 
Constant temnerature 0. I 
65°F. ' male 65 F. 
{1a.3°c.) 65% 
n " fema.le ,, . 
Room temperature 
90% 66.6% 65.8°F. 42 -male Si - fb °F (la.s 0 c.) 
?6°F. " ti " :f'eroale 58 -




" f'!male J I I . 
Average longevity for all temperatures -
I . 
It i s thus seen from the above ta. b la that the longevity becomes shorter 
a.a the temperature· rises, for all the 3 species. Although the results ob-
tained for E. -kuhniella at room temperatures cannot strictly be compared with 
the results tor the other species, since it was testee at a higher temperature, 
rrom the results at the 2 constant temperatures, it is seen that E. cautella 
11.as the shortest longevity; and E. elutella. the longest, wi.th E .• kuhniella 
Lntermediate. At low temperatures, this difference is more apparent. but at 
0 . 
~~e high temperature of 85 F. the dii'tarence between E, elutella and E. kuh• 
Liella 1.s necli&ible, since the averace l•ncths ot life for both sexes at 
:his temperature is 5.7 and 5.6 days; respectively. But in spite of the 
l1fferences in longevity among the species, their ranges of lor:igevity overlap 
o a certain extent at all temperatures tested• 
.. I 
I 
~ ~ • ,• ± • 
no. E. · cau'tella E • elutella E. kuhniei 
used 
·-
range ave. range ave. rang.e ave 
50 l? .- 3? 26.4 
50 .• 20 .... ;t .27.? 
T-.. -~ ~ 
.50 2 -27 12.0 
50. 2 -24 13.0· - ~- _--,-=-- _,., .. . -
·;o 6 - 31 21.3 l 
.. 
30 5 - 50 23.7 
' 
50 !3 - 19.~ 11.5 6.5 -2? l?.9 2.5 -29 16. 
50 I 5 18 a.1 .• 5 lQ - 33 17.8 6 - 32 i;. -
' 
50 I 4 -21 13. 
I 10.1 50 I 5 - 27 
I 
50 l - ? 4.0 1 ·- 9 5.6 l1 - s.5 6, 





9.1 2 501 ia.31 i 32 11.~ 2 341 - -- l ·i 
-
As regards differe.e:ces between males an.d :ten:ales; in E. cautell.a 
0 
and E. elutella. there is no difference at 65 F., but at the other tem-
peratures the, female lives slightly longer than the .male. In the case 
of E. kuhniellat however, the lllElle lives longer than the female at all 
temperatures test ed. 
e) Oviposition, 
i) The number of eggs per female. Tb.is· was determined concurrently 
with longevity experiments as described. in section (d), and at the same con-
ditions in the warm room, i.n an incubator and at room temperatures. At 
room temperatures the same difficulty was encountered as before, i;.e• females 
of all 3 species wire not obtainable; at the same time, and when they were 
ava ial.ble; they would not all lay e{l;gs at the same time. Therefore, the num-
ber of eg{J;s oviposi ted was recorded for E. cautelle. from 3rd June ... 9th 
September• i950 • • • • • • (a) , and again from 22nd September; - 28th 
October• 1950 •••••••••• {b). 
The number of e~gs oviposi ted by E. elutella was recorded from 22nd June -
28th July, 1950••••••(c) and again from 12th August - 29th September• 1950 
•••••• (a}. 
The number of eggs oviposi ted by E. kuhniella was recorded from 7th April .. 
17th May, 1.951 •••• (e) a.nd again from 29th March - 14th April, 1951 •••• (f). 
The corresponding temperatures are stated in table 14 (next page). 
Females were allowed to mftte first wi1:h males in a dual display jar at 
the different 0011.ditions, and the mating couples removed into specimen 
As soon as copulation was ended, the mle was removed, and the 
female; in a numbered specimen ~be, was provided with a piece of muslin 
cauze as a stimulus to oviposition, and placed at the condition required~ 
The tubes were then e:x.amined in. the mornings at B.30, at noon a:nd at 5 pm., 
e.nd the number of eggs laid were counted on black paper .rrarked into squares• 
The results were as follows:• (see Tabla 14 next page) ~ 
It 1 s seen from the follmwing table that at a range of temperatures from. 
0 0 about 60 F. - 85 F., E, kuhniella lays the greatest average number of e&r;gs 
(182.6), E, elutella lays the least1 (76.6) and E. cautella is intermediate 
(167.6). But this is not always the case. Although.. E. cautella and 
E. elutella d~ffected by tem\)erature, it seems that E. k:WJ. ... 
• 0 
uiella is adversely effected, and at a temperature of 85 F. it lays a lesser 
() . 
number of eggs {122.4). Thus at 85 F. E. cautella lays the greatest number 
'• 
At all. temperatures E. elutella lays an appreciably smaller number of eggs tha 
the other 2 species. 
• 
Condi ti on 









warm. room (constant )1 
Table 14 - The number ,of eggs per re:m&le • 






60.6°F. (15.9°C.} 90% 74 .F. 28 -
53 - ?5°F. 63.?°F. (l? .6°C . 31 -86% . 
52 78°F. 59.2°F. 30 86% 




65.8 < le.e0 c) 90% - 76 F. F. 42 -
-- -= ~ -·---·- ' --~.:-
63 ?6°F. 69.1.i· F. (20.s0 cJ 45 -83% 
Ave. ~eom.a.olfj E. c1ftJ.te3.rla•: 1 
humidity ~ En 
used. 1 av· e range . • 
69.5% 50 
62.5% .. ioo 51 - 445 195.1 
68.5%- 30 
62.4% 30 
65% 30 68 - 279 168 
66.6% 30 
64.2% 30 
50 73 '- 243 158.2 
51 I - 16? .6' Average_,,;number of eggs for all condi tione: 
· -E. elutella. E. kUb.niella. 




-1.se I 40 98._~ f 5? - 400. 263.5 
I - I /. 
32 - 370 ·.ia6 
.. ------
47 - 289 159.4 
41 -122 7a.1 l 38 - .3301 122.4 
21 - 158 I 76.6 32 - 400 182.6 44~ 
i r 1-------------....l...-__ __._ _ _.:.._____._ _ _.._:..____,_ _ ___._ _ _.. 
I 
ii) Where deposited. 
It was decided to test whether E. cautella. has any food preferences, 
and whether the eigS are deposited by a mechanical stimulus or by an ol-
factory sense. Accordingly, 2 sets of' experiments were carried out. In 
c.... 
\j..j;he first, mated females were introduced into a des,icf:tor or diameter 9 
inches, containing 10 different substances. A little of each substance was 
placed in a square staining dish that had been hollowed out, the diameter 
of each hollow being 1.2 inches. The dishes were supported so that their 
surfaces just appeared above the lower portion of the desticator; they ,, 
were arranged so that their bases just touched each other in three rows; with 
4 dishes in the middle row and 3 each in the rows on either aide. A cork mat 
was placed above the dishes, fitting firmly against the sides of the desei-
ca.tor, and with circles cut out to correspond exactly with the hollows of 
the dishes. T.h .#Jo • 
e ~ood .material was arranged so that it f'illAd . ..±h.A.... .. ~ .. ------ -· 
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dishes completely and projected slightly above the level ot the mat. 
Since it was known that the moths prefer to ovi]?osit in semi-
da.rkness, or dark (see next section), the des,ittor w~s placed in an in-
cubator, at 65°F. (18.3°C.) and left undisturbed for 5 days each time the 
. t 
experiment was carried out. By placing the des~c~tor in an incubator in 
complete darkness, this avoided the possibility that the moths might be in-
fluenced by the direction and strength of' light in any part of the dessica-
tor. Furthermore, Ullyett, 1945, has· shown that the effect of moth density 
must be taken into account as a. factor influencing the data obtained, there-
fore, five :f'ertili sed moths were used every time the experiment v1as repeated. 
By means of this there was no over-crowdiDg", and all the moths could oviposit 
on one food without interference, if they so desired. 
In I>reliminary experiments, the food materials used were these:-
drie·d peaches, pears, prunes and apricots, raisins, cashew nuts, tobacco, 
al 
boermel&, chocolate and organdie gauze. No eggs were laid in the flour, and 
very few in the gauze, therefore, in later experiments these 2 substances 
were l&ft out, and dried apples and figs substituted. The experiment was 
repeated 10.times, chail{i;ing the position of each food every time. Thus a 
total of 50 fertilised moths was used, end each foodstuff was placed in 10 
different positions. 
The results may be su.mmarised in table 15 (next page). The numbers 
in the horizontal columns represent the percentage of eggs found on the 
corresponding food substance, while the numbers in brackets refer to the or-
der of preference of the correspondi~ food substance-(the order of prefer-
ence of a substance was indicated by the percentage of e(i€s laid on it). 
It is seen from te.ble 15 that although the motJ;is of E. cautella prefer 
dried apricots, dried pears, dried figs, dried apples, raisins, dried p~ches 
chocolate, prunes, cashew nuts and tobacco in decreasing preference, thay 
did not exhibit this order of preference every time the experiment was ear-
ried out, e.g. the order <:£.' preference for dried apricots was 6th and 8th, 
the 2nd and 10th time the experiments were carried out, re.spectively. To-
ba.cco seems to be the only substance that was consistently the lowest or 
second-lowest preference. Therefore, although in general the moths of 
E. cautella may be said to prefer dried fruit; chocol~te, prunes, nuts and 
tobacco in order of decreasing preference, this is not always the case. 
Most probably the condition of the food substance influences the 
... 34 .. 
h 
oviposi ti on response• al thouer,_ 1 t was endeavoured to keep each food 
substance at a uniform condition every. time the expe°riment was repeated. 
Table 15· • Ov1posit1on preference of E. cautella. 
Food r Percentage and pos.1 ti o.n .. preference. 
-8 uh..s.:t 0.n c_e 
; - . -
time/4th time/5th time/6th time! 7th timejath time) 9th time Lst time 2nd time :;rd 10th. time Tot 
I 
. 
d.r.ied apricots 19.8 (1) 8.8 (6) 7.? (5) 13.2 (2) 20.-a (l) 28.o (1) 9.a (6) 9.7 ( 4) 17.9 (9) 5.6 (8) 140•8 
--- . - - ·-- -- .-- - --- ~--- .. -- - ..... ' - --~ 
" pears 15.6 (2) lQ.,4(4) '21~16( 1) 12.6(3) 17.5 (2) 17.3 (3) 6.4 (8) I 9_.l_(~!_ . 8.~~ 19.4(~__)_ 1 1~8.3 " figs 6.5 (8) 9.8(5) 10.8(4), 6.9 (?) 12.4 (5) 18.9 (2) 15.7(1) 8.4 (6) ~l (1) 19.5(1) 1 129.C 
- - 4~ ~., ,._ --·--- - -- . - ;--- , __ ;" 
" apples ?.7 (6). 14.1 (2 L 7.7 (5) 2?.l (l) 6.2 (7) 6.2 (5) ll.3(5') 15.6(2) i0.4 (4} l~.5(4) 119.~ 
- -
raisins 7.7 (6) 11.l (3) ?.7 (5) 4.7 (9) 14.9 (3) 5.3 (6} 15.2(2) 20.9(1) 1;: .? (3) 7.6 (5) 110 .• 8 -- - ------ - . - - - ... -~~---·· .. --- - .. . 
dried pee.ch.es 12.l (4) 865 (7) 16.2 (2) 9.5 (4) 8.4 (6) 
----·- ----
chocolate 12.l (4) 23.3 (1) 12.3 (3) 8.8 (6) ;.6 (.8) --- -·--- __ ... __ -
prunes 12.9 ( 3) 6.8 (8) ?.l (8) 5.1 (8) 13.3 (4) 
- ----- --
cashew nu.ts 1.5 (10) 4.2 (9} ?.2 (8) 9.2 ( 5) o.6 (10) . 
tobacco 4.1 (9) 3.0· (10) 1.7 (10 ): 2.9 (10) 2,3 (9) 
I I 
I 
However; this experiment did not show whether the moths chose the 
s\te 
oviposi tion He}.3ettee through en olfactory or tactile sense. Therefore, in 
a second series of experiments, another series of moths was introdu~ed 
into a breeding cage with a wire bottom, as mentioned in section 3
0 
Beneath the bottom ~as placed a board of cardboard demarcated into 9 equal 
squares, with a breadth and len&th of 9.4 em. In the centre of' each 
square was placed a dish conte.ini:cg a food substance. Each dish had a 
die.meter of 5.1 cm. and length of 3.3. om. The board was so arra;o&ed 
that the top of each dish was about 2 cm. from the bottom of the wire. 
The 9 food substances used wer.e dried peaches, pears, figs and apples, 
raisins, prunes, tobacco• cashew nuts and chocolate, and every time the ex-
periment was repeated, the position of eadh food-stuff was changed, 
each food occupied 9 dif'f'ermit positions in all. Fifteen to twenty fer ... 
tilisod females were introduced into the eag& every time the experiment 
was repeated, and the Whole cage was covered with blakk paper, 60 that the 
oviposition would not be influenced by light, and left in a corner of' the 
la.bore. tory free from draugb. ts tor 5 days. The board then removed and the 
number ·of eggs leid on the foodstuff' counted , as well as the nlJ3ber or 
9.5 (4) ! 9.5 (?) 11.. 9 ( 3) 5 5 (8) 15 .6 (!!_~~~~ ~?. - .. . 
4.1 (8) 11.6(8} 8.2 (?) 5.7 (?) 6.9 (6} 96.6 
5.3 (?) 3.3 (9) 3·.~ ( 10) 9.5 (5) 6.6 (?°). ·- 73 ~8 
I 
2.1 ( 10) 15.2(2) ?.4 (8) 3.5 (9) 3.0(10) 53.9 
-- -· 
2.9 (9) 2.0 (10)14.9 {9) 3.3 (10 )1 3 .9 (9) 31.0 
I 
eags in each square. The experiment was repeated 9 times.. The results 
were as follow& in table~ 16. 
~1n, the numbers in the horizontal columns represent the percentaee 
of eggs found on and around the corre·sponding· food-substance, while tb.e 
numbers in brackets refer to the order or preference of each food substance • 
. . 
Table 16 - To test whether ovipos 1 tion in E. cautella 
.Food substance. Percentage and position of preference. 
timJ ' 5th timej 6th time 1st 2nd time 3ra. time j4t_h time . I 
(?) ( .2) ( 9) 
I 
(2) cashew nuts 6.l 6.9 (6) 15.4 4.? 15.3 (2)117.4 
Dried peaches 5.7 ( 9) 35.9 (1) e.9 (6) 15.2 (2) 11.2 (5} 
prunes 9.4 (S) 9.l (5) 19.? ( 4). 13.7 (4) . 5.4 (9) 
raisins 13.1 (3) 2.5 (8) 14.6 (3) 9.1 (6) l?.5 (1) 
chocolate 14.8 (2) 1.9 (9) 7.1 (7) 13.8 (3) 10.? (6) 
Dried apples 5.6 (8} 19.4 (2) 20.9 ( 1) 5.8 ( 8) 9.1 (7) . 
tobacco 11.7 (4) 10.6 ( 3) 5.6 ( 9) 11.l (5) 13.0 (3) 
Dried figs 9.0 (6) 3.2 (7) 6.3 (8) 19.0 (1) 12.l ( 4) 
--- ~- .. - ~· - - ,~--~ --.....:._ 
" pears 124.6 (1) 10.5 (4) 10.5 ( 5) ?.6 (?) 5.? (8) 
I 
The results found in Table 16 do not correspond with those of table 15 . . 
i.e Table 15 order of preference 
l)dried apricots 
2) " pee.rs 
3) " .figs 
4) " apples 
5)raisins 
6) dried peaches 
7) chocolate 
8) prunes 
9) cashew nuts 
1 O) tobacco 
Table 16 order of preference. 
L) ca.shew nuts 




6) dried apples 
· 7) tobacco 
8) dried figs 
9} " pears. 
nor 
Moreover, from tablil-' 16 it is seen that iD* only did the order of food 
. preference change every time the experiment was repeated, e 9g. the order of· 
a.ff. (6) 







?th time 8th timeJ 9th time 
'.18.? ( 2) 6.5 ( 7) ! 14. 6. ( 2) 
3.1 (9) 9.5 (5) 7.0 (7) 
18.8 (1) 6.8 (6) 13.3 (3) 
8.7 ( 6) 23.3 ~1)1 5.9 (9) 
5.9 (?} 19.? (2) ?.4 '(6) 
12.4 (5) 12.0 (4} 9.0 ( 5) 
13.8 (4)j· 6.0 (8 )112. l (4) 
14.0 (3) 14.5 (3} 7.0 (?) . --

















preference tor cashew nuts was 7,6,2,9,2,2,2,7,2, but also the 41fference be-
tween the least preferred food (92.5) and the moat preferred rood (105.6) 
is only 13.l. 
Therefore, it is concluded that although. the :moths of E. cautella may 
find their ovipoai tion sites due to 'an olfactory response, oviposi tion is due 
to a tactile stimulus. This conclusion 1 s supported by the fact that these 
moths oviposit directly onto glass as well, in the absence of any food, and 
also oviposit through wire gauze. Ho~ever. it seems that when present, sub-
stances with a soft, slightly sticky surface, such as dried fruits and raisins, 
are preferred to harder substances which are often brittle, such as chocolate, 
nuts and tobacco. The low preference for prunes is probably due to the fact 
that the prunes used in the experim&nt were of 2nd grade quality, and 
rather hard and dry. 
111) The time of oviposi tion. 
To find the optimum time of oviposi ti on, mated fe~les were placed in 
separate, numbered specimen tubes and observed at regular intervals. The 
day was divided into three periods or hours, i.e. the first period from 8 am. 
until 12 pm., the second period trom 12 pm. until 4 pm., and the third period 
from 4 pm. until 8 am. The females were also observed. during the night, 
from 8 pm. until 12 am., and then at 8 e.m. the following :morning. The eggs 
which had been laid were removed and counted. For the purposes of' observing 
the moths during the night, they were taken home each evening and brought back 
to the laboratory during the day. In all, recordings ot 100 females were 
made. The· results were as follows:-
Ta.ble 17 - The time of oviposition. 
The number of Frequencies or oviposition 
ovipositions 
J DAY NIGHT 
aam.-12pm. I j 12-4pm. 4-Spm. 8pm-12e.m. 12am-8am. 
I 
Jl~t ovj.posi tionl 1 15 72 65 22 . 
i2nd " _ _ 1 16 58 51 6 _, 
·3rd " 0 8 51 5 1. 6 
4th " 0 6 43 53 7 
5th " 0 4 26 22 5 
6th " 0 4 13 7 I 0 
7th " 0 1 8 4 3 - . -- - - --
8th " 0 1 6 6 1 
~t~ " 0 0 2 3 1 - ··-·-·--· 
10th " 0 0 1 1 2 
11th " 0 0 1 1 2 
12th " 0 0 1 l 0 
13th " 0 0 
f 
1 0 0 . - - - - -
14th " Oi 0 l 0 0 
Total 2 55 l 284 267 56 
Percentage .3% 8.3% I 42.8% 40.3% 8.3% I 
Therefore, mo st of the eggs are laid between 4 pm. and 12 am.• With 
lesser amounts between 12 pm. and 4 pm. and from 12am. until 8 am. Only 
2 cases have been recorded of eggs being laid in the mornings from Sam. un-
til 12 pm. Therefore, the optimum time ;for egg-laying begins when the light 
begins to fail, and goes on through the night. 
In the warm room, however, with a weak artificial light, or no light, 
eggs are apparently laid at any time of the day or night. 
iv) The duration of the pre-ovi_Eosition period..!.. 
The durati oqot the pre-oviposi ti on period was determined f'or 100 f'en:llles 
of E. cautella by e.llowing females to mate in a cage, then gently removing 
each couple into a separate specimeqtube and noting the time of separation 
e.nd 1st oviposition. The specimen tubes were left at room temperatures, with 
0 0 
a range of temperature of 53 ... 75 F. (11.7 - 24 c.) and an average temperature 
G <> . 
of 63.7 F. (17.6 c.), and e:xamine.d every hour of the day a,fter 12 pm., but 
during the night this was impossible and the tubes were usually examined at 
8pm. , 12am. and 8 am. the following morning. 
The results were as follows:... (Where the pre-oviposition periods over-
lapped between two 12 - hour periods, they were counted in both periods}. 
Table 18: Pre-oviposition periods from the end of copulation. 
!frequency 
!for 24-hr. ,gy:cl.e 
lpercen tagj 
44 ·:., 46 
17.1% 
Tb.erefoFet there appear to be definite 24 -hour cycles for egg~laying af-
ter copulation, and most of the eggs are la!.id in the first half of' each cycle. 
The first oviposition usually takes place within the first 24 hours, or first 
36 hours after the end of copulation, but sometimes no eggs are la.id until the 
3rd and even tourth 24 - hour period• or even later. The average pre-
oviposition period for 100 femal.es was 36 hours. 
It is not known why there is such a lapse between the end of copulation 
and the first oviposition in some moths , but it is very probable that low 
. 0 temperatures, below 60 F., cause oviposition to be s~spended. Keat definitely 
accelerates oviposition, since 30 females kept in the warm room at 85°F. 
(29.o0 c.), had en average pre-oviposition period of 12 hours. 
-38-
v) Interovulation periods. 
These were measured by continuing observations on the fertilised females 
used for previous experiments on the pre-oviposition period. l'~ain, the 
0 
specimen tubes were left at room temperatuees. with a range ot 53-75 F. 
(11•7-24°0. ), and en average temperature ot 63.7°F. (17.6°C. ), and emmined 
every hour of the day after 12 pm., and during the night at Spm. and 12am., 
and again the following morning at 8 am. Th.e results were as follows:-
Table 19 - The frequencies of interovalation periods • 
..... --~~....-~~~.--~~~~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~~~~~~~---
10viposi t ion :f.'requencie s 
I periods. 










lo th " 
11th " 






o -12 12 - 24 24 - 36 36 ... 48 1 48 - eo/ more hours. 
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As regards interovulation periods, there are no definite 2•-hour cycles 
found, like those of the let oviposition periods. In most cases, eggs are 
laid from 12 to 36 hours after the previous oviposition. 93% ot th& cases 
laid eggs tr an 0 .. 48 hours after the previous oviposi tion, Vihile, among 
these, slightly more laid eggs within 24 hours than within 48 hours. 
Again, as in the case of the pre-ovipoaition period, oviposition must 
be influenced by temperature; 1 t is seen from the table above that some 
moths had an interovulation period of more than 60 hours, the maximum which 
was recorded being 112 hours. In the warm room, however, in most cases 
eggs were laid regulorly within 24 hours of the previous oviposition. 
Sometimes egg-lnying continues until death, in other cases de~th occurs 
a tew days after the last oviposition. The average period between the last 
( Q\;Ve • ~3·7" f.) 
oviposition and death, measured for 50 females at room temperaturehwas 2.1 
dnys, with a range of 0 - 7 days. In the warm room, the average time 
elapsing we.s o. 9 days, tor 50 females. 
At room temperatures ranging from 53 ... 75°F. (ll.7""'24°C). the average 
temperature being 63.7°F. (17.6°0.), the ovipos1tion containing the greatest 
number of eggs was also observed. The results· of' 100 femsles of !:.. 
cautella were as follows:~ 
51% laid the max1.IrD.Un. number of eggs in the 1st oviposi tion 
30% " " " " " " " " 2nd oviposition 
6% " " " " " " 
It " 3rd " 
1% tt " " " " It " " 4th " 
2% " " It " " " " " 5th " 
o% " " " " " " " " 6th " 
1% " " " It " " " " 7th " 
2% " It " " " " It " 8th " 
1% tt " " " n " " " 9th " 
1% " " It " " It " " 10th 
It 
5% " " " " " ft " rt last " 
Therefore, while in cl% of the cases, the imxirm.lm number of eggs 
were laid in the let oviposition, it does not follow that the number ot 
eggs lt\id by a female decreases steadily with each oviposition, and in 5% 
otl' the cases, the ma.xi.mum. number of eggs was laid in the last oviposition. 
The cause o:t this 1 s not known. In the warm. room, the greatest. number of 
eggs was laid b~,y a female in the 
. M'I 
fir st tvo days o:f tllle life·. ao.8% of the 
fe!If!les la id the maximum number of eggs with the fir st oviposi ti on, aur 
19.2% ;aid the maxinrum number within the second oviposition. There-fare, 
perhaps the irregular! ty found at room temperatures is eomehow connected 
with temperature• 
------------~--------------------·-6666S---------·----w--... •------- ... --------
E} The total length of lite. 
Untcrtunateiy. there are no records at hand of the seasonal history of 
E. ce.utella in this country. However• the h·ngth of life, from the egg to 
0 
the adult, has been determined tor this species in the warm room at 85 F. 
0 
(29.5 c.) for 2000 adults. the larvae of wb:.ich had fed on cashew nuts, while 
at room temperatures the total length of life was determined for 500 indivi-
duals breeding on cashew nuts from the 20th May ... Deceurber, 1950. The 
0 0 
range of temperature recorded for this time was 51 - 79 F. (10.6 • 27.2 c.), 
() 0 
with an average temperature of 61.9 F. (16.6 c.} The results were as follows:-
~~----------------------.............. . 
. . 
Table 20 ~ The total l!ength of life of E. cautella in days. 
(breeding on cashew nuts). 
I room temperature . warm room 
(ave. temp ... ol.9°F.) (ave. temp. i::: 85 °"f. ) 
.,, 
Range of 118 - 1S3 'days. 31 ... so days 
development (:tl7 .. 26 weeks) ( 4 ... 9 weeks). 
I 
Averagee length 145.5 days. 44.8 days 
of' development 
l 





Thus 1 t ie seen that while the life cycle of E. cautella lasts about 6 
. a 
weeks at a temperature of 85 F., which corresponds to a summer temperature, 
0 
at the lower temperature of approximately 62 F. • corresponding to temperatures 
during winter and spring; the development may be prolonged to f1 ve or six 
months. Therefore, it is possible that in summer, fonr generations develop, 
while another generation develops over the winter. Therefore, at conditions 
in the Western Province with a m.editerranean climate similar to Cape Town, it 
is possible that 5 generations of E. cautell.a develop on cashew nuts through-
out the year. 
The development of E, cautellat E. elutella and E. kuhniella has also 
been determined breeding on different substances as well as cashew nuts in 
0 
the: warm room at a, temperature of 85 F. The results were as follows:-
, 0 
Table 21 ... The total life history of' E;phestia ,species at 85 F. 
koodstuff I-' E. cautella: Total leru!th of life in i;Y,~t:..;;-i-e~-;~, ___ _ 1" E. elutella · _ Aw.L.u.i. J.~ 
I ave. 1 no. range 
l used 




a shew nuts i2000 3lw60 44,8 
i (:te weeks). j 
ried fruit I 300 39-79 55.l 
( :!:8 weeks) • 
200 I chocolate 40""85 59,3 
(!Bi weeks). 




300 32-05 45,9 
("!: 6-i weeks). 
200 39•71 59.2 




15& I 42-80 62,l 
(!_9 we~ks) • 
not tested 
500 39-73 51.2 
(tr? weeks). 
no developmen ~ 
100 51-100 I 72.l 
(!.l~ weeks). 
no developmen 




Therefore, as was seen in the larval devel,opm.ent, when bred on cashew 
0 
nuts at 85 F., E. cautella has the shortest development, (45.days:), :followed 
E. elutella with a slightly longer dJB velopmen t ( 46 days) , and E,. kuhniella, 
which has the 1longest development (51 days.) Moreover, E. cautella and 
14 elutella develop the most rapidly on cashew nuts, while development on 
dried fruit and chocolate is prolonged for E. cautella (55 and 59 days, 
respectively): and the development of E. elutell.a on dried fruit and tobacco 
is also prolonged (59 and 62 days, respectively). However. E. kuhniella 
shows a slightly shorter development on boermeal (49.6 days) than on cashew 
I 
nuts (51.2 days), therefore boermeal must be 1 ts optimum. food.' Bat i'lr 
resembles E. cautella in.ti.la.t;its development is prolonged on chocolate 
f72 days), and also, this devebpm.ent was not very successful, with only a 
small percentage or the larvae developing. 
From these results, the possible number of annual broods of these three 
species on different foodstuffs is indicated as follows (assuming one genera-
tion'developing in winter in climates similar to that of the Cape Province}. 
Table 22 :. The possible number of Generations of Ephestia 
species in the Cape. 
Foodstuff I The possible: number of generations 
I E, cautella l E. elutella E. kuhniell~ I .. I 
lcashew nuts 
, 
I 4 - 5 4-5 3 ... 4 
1--·--- • ---1-- - ·- -
ldr 1ed f'rui t 3 - 4 I 3 - 4 -i - -··---· - - -----r--------.chocolate 3 - 4 3 l- - - _... __ -- --· - I ----- -- --- - - r- - -I 5 - 4 ~bacco -i- - -- . - -.meal · l I 3 - 4 ! 
I t ! I 
" 
7) DISCUSSION. 
A) The eggs! 
· In section 5 ( l}t. the eggs of Ephestia species were described and. the 
ranges and ave·rage mee:suremen ts were tabulated., When observations of the 
. present author on the dimensions of the eggs a.re compared with the results 
· of other authOJ!'·s, it is· seen that, tar the. most pe,rt, they agree v~y well 
(see table 23) • 
-' Table 23 w The dimensions ot t~e eggs of Ephestia species. 
i .. ·; ..... 
Length in mm• ISpeci~s l" Breadth in mm. !Length x bread th l 
(sq• mm.) :1 
\. range average I range average I I 
i . . i 
average 
:JE• cautella . .. I . , f 
f (Peraonal 1950) .31 ... a44 .38 .22 "' .35. •29 ' 41118 I 
L----· -· --+-----------+---------..11------~~1------1 
~_c __ hi~t~t~e~n~d-en~··-'-1-9_1_14·_._3_3~~-·~·3~8...-..:....~··.~-·4· 3. . ~j-2_2_·~~•-3_2-1-~-=-~-1-~--,-~~~~~i -1Richards and · 
.
IThomsoti. 193~ i29 
I Lehmensi ck and j · • 
IL_iebers. 1938 i · ,;40 : ,36 1---~~~'~~-,..----4~--'-..,.--~--f~----::.-,-~-1--~~-'---~..,-J-...--..,..-;_'--l~~~~~~----i 
I . . J J 
1-(-Ge~~-e_r_al ___ a_v_er_a_g_e~·~-·· ------·-·-·-·....,. ....... <_•40 __ )...._.-________ ..... .....__<_~_3_1_)+---~~-------f 
l
iE, elutell& . I J l I I 
_·_(Par~onal.1950)1 ' ,36 ..... 56 1 i.50 · .;2:3 ·.:. ~42 ~35 ~1'72 1 · . Ii 1 I 
I=:~. ~:2 I 06 I ' 32 I ·,1 
,_l:-:;:Le~:hm~-e--n~s~~i,_..c~k~~a~n-d~----T+--------~---_-_-_--t+--~--"---~~---_-_--+11-_-_·--~---~---~~--:1-_-_...; ___ .;..•~~-:..;J--~~~:_-_-_ ------~-L !Liebers; 1938 •5 1 · •3 t-
IE, kuhniella j I , . I ! j 
(Personal. 1956) ,46 ... ~66 .55 ,28 .... ~ ~33 ,180 
I Durrant and · 
(Beveridge9 1913 •68 .31 
~Bur.:=kh;;:;-:-:a~r~d~t~,-.•19n1~9~1t-~~--~1--~.~. 5~5::---+-~~~~--1--~~ .•~2~9-1-~~-~~~~--~-
~Br~i~n~d~l~ey~.~.~1ifi'i2~3:rru-i---""'.~~~-r~~--:-.~o-~cr--t-~~-,-~---1b-~-.~.~rn-~~,-. ~~_.;.~.,..---~I· 
1•R~i"c~ha-:-::::-rd'::"'s"-"-a-n:cl"".';;. ;--__......,_ ____ ~-.;_--1------.1- .. -__,__ __ -1-_;...-~-------1 




( Genera•l. ave:i'age ~ (.57) 
L • t 
From these results, it is concluded, as before; that althouth the 
dimensions of the eggs overlap i:p. all tbree species, in general. the eggs of 
~-
E. eautelle are the sllllllest and those ot E. kuhniella are the largest. 
But although this 1s true ot the lengths as well, es rega.rdo the breadths, 
the eggs ot E. elutella are slightly larger than those ot E. kuhniella, 
\ 
while the breadths4ot the eggs ot E. cautella are the smallest .• 
When results ot the present author tor the development ot the eggs 
are compared with the results ot other authors, it is again seen that 
the dev~~me,21ta~ period shortens 0:s the temperatll'.l"e rises. (see table 24.) 
- - ---
Table 24 - T~ ~ re·vol opmont of tho eggs ot Ephest ia species (in days). 
) .. j 
! Av·erage 
'humidity 
O'tservei-~ nc. eggs used Incubation. periods of the eggs (in. days 
E. cautelle E. elutella E. kt 
I -
j I range range eve. range 
l I 
59°F. (15°0.) Mokrzecki, 1931: l 1 t 8 - 10 9 
~Reed an·d -:c1 vfngato -19 ·7 . I '31 . -9. - 12 I - ll 
Herford, 193 e 3~----i ----- -'!:---rq.- - r- ---- - -- ·-- - -+ 
; , ' j i I I 
I 
t-
0 0 ) ( . ; 
65 F. (.lS,3 '· -~5.~· ___ ... Personal (constant 
Potter, r~ 
0 
6?.8 F. 180 
77 
220 
8.6 - .9.-4 9.Q 
?
o 69. li'. (20.9° C.) r' 63_.9,,,_", -~Personal• 1950 
Can.d.ure 1 28 
-~---+--- .J_?Q__ - _5 - 7 
--'---7--;;;-
_§_.~_ -- - - 6.6. - 6 . --- 9 - -11 
.; 
0 
?1.6 - 75.2 F. 
(22 - 24·°C.) 
?.? - ?8.8°F. 
(25 - 26°C.) 
o 0 I 80 F. _ ( 2? ,4 c.) 
0 0 
82.4 F.(28.6 C.) 
0 ' 0 
85 F. ( 29. 5 C.) 
,mmon~~~c~~:,;u..¥~"-­
Baed And Living 






z;a-+-1-1--2---1-3 ____ -+_ ~1-·2··-;-5~---_ -~ -- -
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3.3-5.1 ----- ---
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It is seen from table 24 that the results of other authors do not 
0 
always correspond. with personal results, e·.g. at 85 F. personal results 
...,(.yC,. 
for the development of the eggs of E. cautella. I\ 3 days, while Boselli, 
·. 1933, has an average of 4.5 days. Moreover, results of the present quthor 
0 . . 
for the development of the eggs of E, cautella at 65 F. is lower t?.l days) 
0 
than results for the development at the higher tempera.ture Of 67.8 F. (9.0 
days). However, these discrepancies are explained in both cases by the fact 
0 0 
that personai res1.1lts at 85 F. and 65 F. were carriee out at constant tem-
peratures, while the observations of Boselli; and personal observations at 
() 
67.8 F. were cat!ied ~ut at room temperatures. 
Nevertheless, it is concluded tha.t the development of the eggs of 
E, cautella, E. elutella and E. kuhniella within a range of temperatures from 
. 0 ( 0 ) . 59 F. w 85 F. 15 C ~ 29.5 c. occupies 2 weeks to 3 - 4 days in the case of 
E. cautella and E. el.utella • and this is probably true of· E. kuhniella also. 
When the eggs o:r these 3 species are compared at the constant temperatures 
0 I) 
of 65 F. and 85 F, ; E, cautella has a slightly shorter development than 
.... 
E. elutella and E. kuhnielle. These la~r 2 species have about the same 
rate of development. 
Voute, 1935; has found that for E. kuhniella, development ensuring 
0 0 
hatching began at 50 F, {10 c.), and that the optimum. range of development 
Q Q Q 
was between 60.8 F. and 78.8 F. ( 16 - 26 c.). The temperature prevailing 
at the time of oviposition influenced the subsequent development of the egg. 
A.higher temperature had an accelerating effect while a lower temperature had 
a retarding effect when development continued at temperatures differing from 
the initial one. When the eggs were subjected to only one change, or several 
0 0 
regular changes, an initial temperature of '73.4 F. (23 c.) was most 
favourable. 
B. The larvae. 
Th9 differences annng the larvae of the 3 species have already been dis-
cussed, according to the key worked out by Hintont 1942 and 1943, in section 
6 B. Dimensions of the head capsules of the first and last instar larvae 
have also been tabuJ.ated in the same section• When the results of the pre~ 
sent author. lhJe E. kuhniella are compared with results obtained by Brindley, 
1930, they correspond very well, i.e. see table 25 next page. 
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Table 25 - Dimensions of the head capsules of lat and last 
instar larvae of E. kuhniella. 
' 
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I range average range average average 
1 Iit;_1_n_s_ta_r_l_a_r_v_aT---~.--1----..,---+-, -----------.....-------
Personal --t•_1_6_-_. __ 20~r·--, ~ 1_6 _ -· J. ~---_•?I__ _ 
Brindley, 1930- . .l'l I 
-- - ;032 
.03 
I 
last· inste.r · I · · 
1 -=P:-e-=-r_s-=-on=-a_i~·~:=-=-==--t-·-9_2_-_1_._2_5-i-l._. __ o_t _____ <t_._9_2_ ... _1~·-3_1 _ 1..=.1_01~~- __ Brindley, 1930 I I 1.1 · j 
~--- --------
Ss regards the bionomics of Ephestia cautella 1 E. elutella and 
E. kuhniell&, they have been recorded as pests of many foods besides nuts, 
chocolate, dried :fruit, tobacco end flour. The following is a table; from 
Richards and Thomson, 1932, of the foods on which these 3 species have been 
recorded. 
Ta.,ble 26 ... The food substances of Ephestia species. 
E. cautella 
Cashew nuts (personal) 
ground nuts 
almonds, walnuts 





hominy and oatmeal 
biscuits 
cacao1 locust beans cnoco at'e 
dried figs, currants, 









dan:aged citrus fruits 
seeds of Zizr.phus 














cacaot nouga . 
dried figs, currants 








rice and rice tlour 
wheatflour, chestnut flour 
bran• maize 




cacao1· soy beans choco ai;e 
dried mushrooms 
dried mushrooms, cherries 
hips and haws, rose 
petals, dried pomegranate 













cotton seed, hemp seed, 
sesame seed cakes. 
linseed mea:l. 
dried insects 






It is thus seen that these three species attack a wide variety of 
food substances. All three attack nuts, rice and rice products, bran, 
maize, maize meal, wheat flour, biscuits and cacao. 
The behaviour of E. cautella, E. elutella and E. kuhniella larvae 
on nuts. dried fruit; chocolate; tobacco and boermeal has already been 
described from observations of the present author in section 6B. How-
ever; other authors have described the behaviour of these species on 
other foodstuff a. 
In dried figs; Boselli, 1931, has recorded that the larvae of E. cau-
tella usually enter through the apical aperture and begin feeding among 
the surrounding bracts. They then penetrate within, spinning a web ac-
ross the aperture after 8 - 10 days. Occasionally they enter directly 
through the skin. They do not infest figs on the trees or during the first 
3 ... 4 days of drying. On the other hand, Smyth, 1911, from re.liable 
reports, shows that 5. or 10% of the larvae in dried figs roay be traced to 
the fig trees in SJ.nyrna. In dried fruit• Q,uinnj 1927, reports that 
Ephestia feed on the dried fruit kernels as well, and therefore maintain 
the infestation. 
On cacao, Silva~ 1947, and Herford, 1934, have described the habits 
of E. cautella and E. elutella • Silva, 1947 reports that newly hatched 
larvae survived up to 24 .... 28 hours without f'ood, and the larvae could 
not enter c~cao bean5that were not injured. 
The behaviour of E. elutella on tobacco has already been described 
from observations of the present author in confirnntion with the observa-
tions of Bovingdon, 1933 and Reed and Livingstone, 1937. The latter authors 
further concluded that "the young larvae eat the upper or lower cuticle of 
the tobacco leaf until about the first moult; after which the entire leaf 
between the larger veins and mib-rib is consumed." 11Iokrzecki, 1931• has 
9 
further recorded that on tobacco, E. elutella starts feeding at 59 F. 
0 (15 c.), and is especially active in summer. Feeding ceases at tempera-
o 0 0 0 
tures below 44.8 F. (7.1 C.) and above 98.6 F. {37 C.), the larvae being . . 
0 0 
killed at 113 F. (45 c.). 
Reed and Livingstone• 1937; also record that only various grades of 
flue-cured, domestic and Turkish tobaccos are infested and Bovingdon, 1933, 
turther shows from experiments that "if' bright •• kiln-cured tobacco in 
good condition is available to !Q.:ti.estie. larvae they will consume it in 
preference to dark tobacco"'. Mockrzecki, 1931 explains this food 
preference by the fact that better qualities of leaf contain greater 
que.nti ties of sllgars than the lower grades, and are therefore more liable 
to be attacke&. 
Finally, Reed and Livingstone, 1937, state that moisture in the tobac-
co leaves plays a very great part in the survival and growth ot the larvae. 
"The ideal moisture content for ·the best growth on flue-cured tobacco is 
approximately 13%". This is obtained by an atmospheric relative 
humidity of 65 - 75% R.H. 
Richards and V/aloff, 1946, have studied the behavlbour of E. elutella 
on bulk grain, and find that the young larvae show a preference for softer 
grains, and those with a higher water content. Only the embryo is eaten, 
"and as one larva required 48 embryos to complete development, its food 
o~ 
habits alone necessitate wandering and spreading larval populations •••• In 
. A 
unpolished rice ••• the larval population probably spreads even more 
extensively •••• and in peanuts, cacao beans and beans, the whole of the 
larval stage is passed inside one bean and the wandering of the feeding 
larvae cannot be so extensive". They further state that the larvae appear 
to be negatively geotropic, negatively :phototatie and thigmokinetic, and 
that the larval wandering may be due to thigmokinesis, but these statements 
must be accepted with reservation as they have no experiments to support 
them. 
The number of maul ts. 
It has been seen that the number o~ moults found by personal observa-
tion tor E. oautelJa. are five or six, so that there are both six and seven 
instar larvae when they feed on cashew nuts at 85°F. and 
0 
60fe re la ti ve 
humidity. It was decided to check the results obtained 
or 
f'M!n the head 
capsule sizes and number ot moults by using Dyar's law. Dyar, 1890, by 
examination of a series of figures of head capsule sizes of lepidopterous 
larvae, stated that "the widths of the hea<I of a larva in its successive 
stages follow a regular geometric progression." Both Imms, 1934, and 
Richards, 1949 show, that Dyar' s original purpose was to deter.mine, "by 
means of accurate measurements,, •• whether an ecdysis has been overlooked 
or not during its life-history studies" •••• since "the head is not subject 
to growth during a stadium.." (Imms, 1934). 
Therefore the following method is employed: 
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Table 2? - VII - inatar larva.a of E. cautella. 
Number of stages 
I I II . III IV ~ V ~ vr VII Ave 
1~------~~----~----~~-+~~~~~--~~~~~~~~~~---~~~~--1 
i 
iMean width of head capsules I .1?3 .228 .301 '.400 : .530 .703; .914 
(in mm.) . ' ' I j 
~
Ratio between head capsules I 
Duration ot the stage in d~ 
I\; ' 
ccumulated days , I " · " omitting I : 
1.32 1.32 l.y3 lt32 1~33 1.30 ~l.32 
6.4 ' 5.8 · 6.2 6.2 5.4 6.s I 9.a 1· 
0 6.4 12~2 18.4 24.6 30.0 ~ 36.8 
0 0 5.8 12.0 18.2 23.6 I 30.4 
I ' • : ! 
_.....~~~~~~~~~~-~~~--~~~~~· 
From table 27 ~he following facts emerge:-
1. The ratio between successive instars is constant, except for 
the ratio between the 6th and 7th instars. It is therefore concluded 
that the a.mount of growth between instars was constant, except tor the 
amount between the 6th and ?th inatars, which, for some unknown reason, 
was slightly less than the average .• It is known that not all insects 
follow Dyar's Law {e.g. Heliothi>"s (Lepidoptera) and Papilla (Coleoptera), 
(Wigglesworth, 1939), but in the case of E. ca:utella, there is a regular 
geometric progression, the width of each head capsule increasing by a eon ... 
stant ratio ·{1.32), l therefor& Dyar' s Law is obeyed in this case. 
As a check; Wigglesworth, 1939, ha.a shown that when the number of the 
instar is plotted against the logarithm of some measurement or the insect, 
a straight line is generally obtained. When this method is applied 
{see plate 11, A.) a straight line is obtained tor the VII w instar larvae. 
It is noticed that the 7th instar falls slightly ott ~1e line, agreeing with 
the results in table 27,therefore, the amount of growth in the 5th insta.r 
was less than the average. 
Imms, 1934; has advocated another method tor applying Dyar' s Law thus:• 
l, __ a!~· ratio of increase~ 1.32 (see table 27) •1 calculated wi<lth in mm. 
~ ----- ~~ - - ~ --+-~--
1st instar larve 
2nd " " - ·.-173. x- 1.32 = 
3rd " " .228 x 1.32 -= 
4th -"-- -- tt .301 x 1.32 == 
5th " tt .397 x 1.32 = 
16th tt " .524 x 1.32 = 










observed_ !i<lth i~ mm. I 
• .f )3 ( - - . l 
.228 (.173 x 1.32) 
.301 {.228 x 1.32) I 
.400 (.301x1.33) 
.530 {.400 x 1.32) 
.703 (.530 x 1.33) 
.914 (.703 x 1.30) 
The calculeted results agree sufficiently with the observed results 
to show that no instar has been missed; which was Dyar' s original purpose. 
Thus this method again illustrates that the VII - instar larvae obey 
Dyar' s law. 
2) The duration in days between the successive instars was not 
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constant. The second 1nstars had a shorter stadi'IJ.ID. (5.8 days) than the 
first (6.4 days), and thereafter the stadia fluctuated, rising to a maxi-
mum in the 6th instars (6.8 days). (the 7th instars had an even longeD 
stadium (9.8 days), but since they did not feed, and spent their time in 
wandering, this stadhun. was not counted in. subseqllent cal.culations. 
3) Rf chards, 1949, has shown for Chertbirppus. parellelus, Locusta 
migratoria m.ie;ratorioides, Calandra granaria and Pieris rapa:e • that 
Dyar' s law held f'or these insects provided the instars were all the same 
length. Growth proceeded at a regUlar rate; the longer the instar (in 
time), the greater the amount of growth. To see whether these findings 
apply to E~ cautella, the average head capsule sizes (table 27 • rst row) 
e 
were plotted against th~r corresponding accumulated days (tab~7, 4th row) 
It is seen from Plate 11, fig. B.I. that the point~ do not lie on a straight 
line. When the length of the lat instar is omitted, the results are no 
better. Therefore. al though certain insects may very well grow at a 
regular rate, this is not so in the case of E. ca·utella. In this case the 
VII instar larvae follow Dyar's Law irrespective of the time taken between 
the successive instars. Since the temperature and humidity were constant 
thr.oughout the growth of' the larvae, the uneven rate of growth must be due 
to some factors connected with the food• and the larvae themselves. 
For the VI instar.larvae, the results were as follows:~ 
Table 28 ~ VI - instar larvae of E. cautella. 
Number r:£ instars 
I II III !Vi v VI ' Ave. 
Mean width of head capsules a7s .230 .311 .427 .592 .823 
in mm. 
Ratio between head capsules 1.30 1.35 1.37 1.39 1.39 1•36 
-~ ..... - -
Duration of stage in days 6.9 6.l 5.0 5.4 $.2 11.0 
Ac cumu.la ted days 0 6.9 12.0 17.0 2.4 28.6 
-~-- --
" n omitting 1 0 0 5t.l 10.l 21.7 
From table 28 it is ~een that:-
1.) The ratio between the head caps-ules is not constant; but increases 
• 
from 1.30 w 1.3~ with the nlUD.ber of instars. Therefore the amount of 
growth between instars seems to increase as the instars increase in size. 
2) When the logarithm of each average head capsule size is plotted 
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&©I.inst the cor1•0sponding inatarf it is seen that the results do not corres~ 
pond to Dyar' s law as closely e.s the VII instar larvae. Instead a»t e. straight 
line1. the line is slightly curved, showing that the rate ot growth is uneven* 
Since the line diverges to the lett, it shows th&t the rete of growth !ncrea~ 
sed with the age ot the ·1al'.'vae, 
3) When the method advocated by Imme, I934,, is s.p:plied• the results 
are as follows:..,. 
average ratio of increase= I.36 (s~e table 28)• 
ff n " ff 
calculated widths in mm• observed widths in .mm• 
Ist instar larvae iI78 
ljl-:ff " iI'l'S x I.375 ~ .-21JJ5 i2'30l;I78xit'30T;- . 
3rd " " +245 x I.375 = •337 ;.3II (:2:30 x I.35) • , 
4th n· n •337 x I.375 = •463 .427 ( •. 3:tI- x I.3?}; 
5th n " •427 x I.37ti .. .637 t<592 (•427 x I.39 J • 
6th n " i592 x I,375 = .876 I •S23-rf"592-XI;39)-· -
It is seen that the calculated results diverge considerabl• from the ob~ 
servad resuitst Gd Dyar' s law is not followed. It seems thitt the normal num• 
ber ot instars ot E. cautella feeding on cashew nuts at 85°F. and so% relative 
humidity 1a seven, but tor some unknown reason, I4 larvae can.pleted their 
development in only six instars• Some unknown :f'Qctor caused the 2nd instar 
larva.a to have larger emo1lnts ot growth; so that the :t'olloWing instars <'liver~ 
ged from the expected results and did not follow Dyar' s law, Had these 14 
increl;\sed regularly in size by I.3I5, there would have been 7. instars thus; ... 
calculated widths in mm. observed widths tor VII 
- instar larvae in mm• r 
tiri instar larvae 9I78 tor VI ineta.r larvae} ;173 
2nd " " ,I78 x I•3I5 ,f234 •228 (.I73 x I.32): 
3rd " ft • 234 :x: Ii3I5 .308 •30I f.228 x t.32 )-:; 
4th n " •308·x I.3I5 .405 .400 (.30I x r.33·r;-
5th " " ,405 x I.3I5 ,533 •530{.400 x I.32)-;-
6th " " i533 x I.3I5, •70I •703 l.530 x I.33)-;-
7th " "' •70I x I•3I5 i922 49I4 C..703 x r.3or; 
i'-
4 To t d the ill! " time fact r wa 0 i s n s ome we. re 0 b y sp si 1 e tor t e d h f i ferent 
a.niounts ot growth; gre.pg B2;' plilte II, was plotted, (The average head widths 
of each instar against the corresponding number of accumulated days•) 
Againt 1 t is seen thilt ·the points do not lie on a. straight line, therefore 
it cnnnot be &ssumed that growth per day is constant; and it is not due to a 
time factor th&.t the results digress from Dyar' s law., 
It is thus seen that the normal number of instars for E. cautelle 
, 
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teeding on ea.shew nuts at 85°F. and 60% relaltive humidity was seven. 
These instars increased their head capl!JUle sizes in a regular geometric 
ratio (1.32), thus obeying Dyer's law. 'Ihe time taken between the in-
stars had no effect on the amount of growth, contrary to the res.ilts ot 
Richards, 1949. 
Howe:ver, tor sane unltnown reas-on, 14 larvae vtith slightly lerger 
average 15-t instar head capsules had an irregular amount of growth, and 
completed their development with six inetars, Again, the e.moun.t of growth 
between successive instars was not dependent on time, but on some other 
unknown factor, Had these larvae increased in size by a regular amount 
{l.31), they would have completed their development in seven instars. 
Since the temperature and humid! ty were constant, the rate and amount 
ot growth of' E, cautella depended on the food and the individual larvae 
themselves. 
The following table shows the number o~ 1nstare obtained by other 
authors tor Ephestia species. 
Table 29 - The nUIYlber of moults of Ephestia species. 
" 
species author Average -
temperature 
Ave•· ·'Food sub.stanoe 
humidi-. 
The number of in-
atars 
E4 cautella ichards ·and· 
Thomson~ l.932 
:t>ersonal, 1951 
0 0 ?8.8 F. (26 C,) 




2 males - 5 instars 
8 females - 6 ! 
6 and 7 1nstars 
E,nelutella ichards and 7a.a°F. (26°c.) 6_ ... 8, usually 6 
_homson, 1932 
eed and - ------"warehouse••- -- ~tobacco 6, sometimes 10 
Livingstone, 193~ (U.S.A.) ·· 
Waloff ancr-,-. -·· -- --;;wareholise" bu.lk· g;ai~- -~-_5 or eix-
Richards, · 1936 _(1t~i~dJ~· __ _ _ ----1 ___ .:.._____...._. · - . · - - --· · · 
Walof,1', 1938 7'7°F ~ (25 C.) __ ?O~ ___ ~ ~~1~~~~ w~~~:Y- _; _6 __ or ?,_, ~~UB:}.ly ?. 
35,Q : n " increased number' 
up to twelve. 
s.. kuhniel1a Burkhardt 1910 "warm" flour 4 5, usually 4 







- ·- --~---·--· 
Gierke, 1932 64. 4 F. ( 18 · C • ) ? 5 -- -a--(--o-)- --- - -- ~ ~ -- --- ... 
" 77 F. 25 C. ? 6 
'J;'berefore, it is seen from the above table that the number of moults 
and instars varies for each species, depending upon the food, temperature 
and humidity. E. cautell.a seems to ba.ve 4 ... 6 moults, with 5 ... 7 insta.rs; 
E. elutella has 4 ... 11 or more moults, with five or more instars, but the 
usual number of moults seems to be five, with 6 ineta.rs; E. kuhniella 
3 ... 5 moults, with 4 - 6 instars;, 
Richards and Thomson, 1932, consider that the number of moults is linked 
E) 
with sex, since 2 males observed had 5 instars, while 8 females had - instars. 
But the numbers of larvae used are too small. Observations of the present 
author show that the number of moults is not linked with sex, i.e. In the VII 
instar larvae, there were 5 males and eleven females, while among the VI ... 
instar larvae, there were, seven males e.nd seven females. 
Reed and Livingstone, 1937, have shown that the number of moults of 
E. elutella feeding on tobacco depended to a large extent on the quality of 
the food ~nd the rate of growth. Waloff, 1948; further showed that humidity 
. 0 
al.s;o 4n:f'luences the number of moults :bxx:l:i:xllmt e.g. et 77 F. and 7o% rele-
cli 
tive huUJ.iMty there were uswlly seven moults for E. elutella feeding on 
Manitoba wheat, but at the same temperatuee and 35% relative h~idity, the 
number of moults was increased up to 12,, and none of the larvae survived 
until pupation. 
Another factor influencing the number of moults is temperature. Von 
0 
Gierke, 1932, found four moults for E. kuhniella at 64.4 F. and five moults 
0 
at 77 F. But he :f'urther found that there was some factor, connected with 
season, a.part f'rom temperature, which affects the rate of development. The 
progeny, up to the 4th generation of moths, transferred from a temperature 
0 0 . 
of 18 c to 25 c. developed more qQickly than those kept for many generations 
0 
at 25 c. 0 () Similarly, after a change from 25 c. to 18 c., development was 
0 
slower than when kept for several generl!itions at 18 c. 
~-~---------------------------------~-----------~-----------~-----------·· --
':he length of life of Ephestia laryae • 
. Kuhn a.nd Henke, 1929, have studied the factors controlling the length 
of life in E. kuhniella, and have found that the factors mentioned above. 
i.e. temperature, 'food supply, the nature of the toodt and; to some extent, 
the heriditary constitution, are important, but that sex has no influence. 
Table iO (next page) contains the 2esults ot so.me authors for the 
develop.mental period of Ephestie. larvae frcm the emergence of the first in-
star larvae until pupation. It is seen that Kuhn and Henk's observations 
(1929) aDe illustrated, i.e. the temperature and the nature of the food in-
fluence the length of larval life; 0 e.g. for E. elutella, at 85 F. develop-
i;iem.t dis faster on dried fruit .(47 days) than on tobacco, (58.3 days}, While 
0 
nt the lower temperature ct 78.8 F., development on tobacco mar last 
trom 21 - 200 days (Bovingdon, 1933). 
Species Observer, 
Table 30 - The length 
Range· of 
temperatures 
o t: Ephest 1 a larvae. 
Temp. Food Substance. 
!• cautellal Simmons, eto,193 raisins (U .s .A.) 
1 E. elutella 
I I 
Stame.tinust.-!9- 4 "roo:_m_"----J--1-Jj}_ _____ ----· --~q_b_acco_ U~acec'lcnia} 
_?~akaY. am~ .• _!93..5 __ 1---"-=a:...::u=-mm__::e-=r-" ___ .._"--__. . " (Korea } 
~ovi_!!sd.on,__l,9- con.stant a.e0 • (26°~) - " _(pritain[_~_ 
Reed and Living- ?o - i300F. o n (U.S.A.) 
atone, 1937 (21.l - ~6.60) 
6-9-.f -7S.9°F. - -~ t " --,,-T -
Zacher. 1925 ! 
20 :;~~:~400 .) -d--:- . ·- - - - - chocolate TGermanir-
"PernonaT · 0 · 29-5()c:- - -" _ :..=.=, .... ;__ ____ ,.c~:...=o=n:;...:s::....:...;;.e~-----'~--.. --;:;, .- _• _4 __ ·vraioff and 6 • 4 f. ( 16. 9 c.) - bulk- grain---( Bi-1 ta :i.n) 
Richards l 46 
Weloff, 1948 constant 6' .6 Fl• {l7~C.) Manitoba ~beat { ") 




ff e 0 29.5°c-:-) dried-fruit------
" " t-obacco 
" " cashew nuts 
Length of develop· 
men t in da~s. 
range ave. 
49 - 80 
29. ~ 70 
21 -~-2-00 




51 - 70 
'47. 6 
?6 
i'\o Cl~ "e op V'Y\ef'l"t-60::-'to- - - -
------~-----L..------~~------~..._--------~---+--+----t-----~--~-1-~-----~~~~-~~~...;---~~-~-;-~--~-
c ac ao· (Britain) ! 70 - 154 
It 1 s seen trom the above table that mo st work on the development ot 
!J;>hestie. larvae has been done under unstandardised conditions at room tem-
perature, therefore 1 t is difficult to compare the a.evelopment of all three 
species on the same and different foodstufts. From results of the present 
author (page l.S, table ll) it seems that in general, the larvae ot E.cautella 
develop the f'aetest, followed by E. elutella and then E. kuhniella. It 
seems the. t E. cautella develops best on cashew nuts, followed by dried fruit, 
and then possiblf cacao and-chocolo.te. 
In many cases, larval development is prolonged by a diapause during the 
winter. Thie has not been personally observed, but it has been recorded 
-- trour ____ ,(~S-.A.T - - -21 - 42 28 
boermear fS~Afric a} - 56 
tlour (Germany} 24 nt le~t 
cashew nut·s- 1 29 - 53 38 
chocolsto _ _ --} 41_-_82 __ ~3~.4-
boermeal ! 25 - 59 39 
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by Chittenden, 19111 for E. cautella teeding on dried figs, and by Reed 
and Livingstone, 1937, end Bovingdon, 1933, for E. elutella feeding on 
tobacco• and by· Waloff, 1948, for E. elutella feeding on a variety ot 
sub stances. 
Weloff, 19481 he. s shown the. t the natural foods of. E. e lu tellt 
may be divided into 3 gt>oups, namel.7:-
0 0 
1} 'alose on which no larvae dis.paused et ?? F. (25 c.) end 7()'p R.H. -
:hllanitoba no. 1 wheat and unpolished rice, in which only the embryos are 
I> .. i9ht 
eaten, English oats, flue ... curedl\tobacco, figs and soya flour with lfllfat: 
2} Foods on which a low percentage of surviving larvae entered diapause 
at the same temperature and relative humidity:- soya flour with 7.3% fat, 
cacao beans; ground nuts and dry peas: 
3) Foods on which a high percentage, or all of the surviving larvae en-
tared diapause at the same temperature and relative humidity: ... English 
wheat, white flour, dry beans and an artificial diet with starch a,s the 
only carbohydrate. All these foods had a high starch content. 
Similarly, according-to Voukassovitch and Voukassovitcb; 1934; the 
development of E. kuhniella larvae to the adult, stage may require a period 
o:f :five times as long on the poorest food as on the richest. These au-
thors also record a very marked individual variation in the length of the 
larval stage, especi~lly when the larvae were fed on poor foods. Kunike 
1939, found that i'o:r: this species; the larvae developed best on f'lour, 
groats and flakes or higher nutritive val.ue, provided that these foods 
contained bran of" which the particles were sma.11 enough to be easily 
attacked by_ the young larvae. Next in order of deoreasing importance come 
entire grains, flour without bran, pulses, hard groats, ground nuts, oats, 
sweet almonds, dried fruit and cacao beans. Voukassovitch, 1935, says 
that the development is accelerated by rigb. foods because of the presence 
Of fat • 
. , '.Th.e observations on the food requirements of E. elutella and 
E. kuhniella may be best interpreted according to the findings or Fraenkel 
and Blewett. (1943, a,b and c; and 1946 a and b). They find that the 3 
main factors in the nutrition of Ephestia species are carbohydrates; the 
qualitative and quantitative requirements of sterols and the qualitative 
and q·11antitative requirements of vitamins of the B. group. The carbohy-
drate requirements of these species are high, and while E. ku.hniella; 
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E. el.utella a.ndE. cautella show optimum growth on artificial diets with 
80% gl.ucose, only E. kuhniella grows on sta.rch. Tb.is agrees with the 
findings 01' Yfaloff9 1948 (page 54}. The vimamins of the B. complex: 
indispensible for growth are thiam:ln, nicotinic acid, pJTidoxin and 
pantothenic acid as well as other undiscovered factors, a.nd E. elutell~ 
needs riboflavin as well.. Tb.erefo:re, these authors suggest that since 
Et kllhniellat E. elutella.and E• cautella are all known as pests of grain 
and cereal. products, the latter 2 species feed successfully by picking out 
such particles cir bran or wheat germ low in starch and high in sugar and 
vitamins of the B. group. Most riboflavin is found in ca.cao; followed by 
ground nuts; fl.our; dried pru.nes· and raisins, therefore, a limiting factor 
for E. elutella on flour is probably a lack of vitamins of the B group. 
Firt'thermore, EJ?hestia apecies need sterols, the· requirements ot which 
are met in wheat-germ 011,, (Fraenkel and Blewett, 194ob). In its absence 
growth is sl.ow, mortality is high and the moths fa.11 to emerge from their 
pupal cases. The sa.:ponitiable fraction contains l.inoleic acid, or 
linolenic acid, necessary for emergence and good scales, while the unsapon-
ifiabla traction (Vitamin E) is necessary for good growth. These 2 au-
thors (1944) !lave :further found that more food is eaten, and the larval 
period is prolonged; at decreasing humidities, since part of the food is 
utilised as water. 
~-----------------------------~------------------------------------------
C) The pupae• 
Differences in the pupae of the 3 Ephestia species have al.ready been 
described and it has been concluded that E. elutella has the smallest pupae 
and E. ku\miella the largest. (page 1'3, tab.le' 4). It has al.so been con-
e 
eluded from observations of the present author at 85 F. that the pupae 
of E. cautella have the shortest development, and E. elutella~ the longest. 
(page 'ifl, table 12). 
tabla. 3-,f:. (next page) 
The results of other authors are tabulated in 
It is seen from. the la. tter table that all the species have a wide 
range of pupal development, depending upon. the species. The length of de-
valopment of E. cautella varies from 4 - 24 days, that of E. elutella 
varies from 6 ... 42 days, and that of E. kuhniella varies from 7 ... 30. It 
is difi'icUl. t to compare· the development of the difi'ere.nt spec:ie s, since 
very few of the lengths of development have been dete·rm.ined at constant 
'"'56 -
temperatures. However, :rrom a consideration or all the reeul_ts, and 
results of the present author, it seems,that, in general, the pupae or 
E. cautella have the shortest range or developmen~, while the range of 
E. kuhniella 1e somewhat longer; E, el.utella has an appreciably longer rang~. 
0 
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D) The Adults. 
The adults ot th8 3 species have beeri described in section 5D, and 
the average langths of the 3 species have also been tabulated in th& 
same section. 
Emergence. It has already been mentioned from observations of th& present 
author (page l.l) that the moths of E. cautella, when ke.pt in tha laboratory, 
emerge at any time of the day or night. This eo.nfirma the observations of 
. Brindley, 1930 on E, kuhniella• However, under natural eondi tions, Bre-
mer, 1926, found that liejlt was an important factor in the emergence of 
E~ kuhniella, since moths emerged chiefly in the afternoon and evening, 
and if the pupae were kept in light at night, and during the dark at day, 
the cycle was reversed. Scott, 1936, further sbowed that the diurnal 
cycle of temperature influences emergence, which occurs when the tempera-
tures begin to tall. It the larvae or pupae are exposed to an artificial 
rhythm ot this kind, emergence can be induced at an abnormal time of the day. 
Habi ta. Observations of the present author ah.ow that the moths of 
E. cautella am E. elutella become very activ& in the early mornings, be-
fore 8 am. and in the afternoons from 3 pm. onwards. Waloff and Richards, 
1946, state for E. elutella, that "this activity may be partly dependent on 
temperature, but laboratory data show that light aione is a sufficient 
stimulus ••••• it would appear that this periodicity of activity seems to 
depend on light rather than the time of day". They observed that in ware-
houses• the moth.a flew at the changing light intensities of sunrise. and 
sunset, when the light intensity was below 1 foot candle. This is probably 
true, since when the moths of E. cautella were pleced in a cage covered with 
black paper at room temperatures, they were observed by the present author 
to become active am copule.tions continued throughout the day. However, it 
seems that temperature must have some effect, since the moths were especially 
active in the early mornings and after 3 pm., when. the temperature was at 
its lowest and highest respectively. 
Longevity and oviposition. 
I 
Norris• 1934, has shown by experiment that the adults ot Ephestia do 
not feed since their requirements are met by food stored in the fat body. 
This authai.".' has shovm that for E. cautella and E. elutellat the longevity 
. 0 0 
of both sexes, and the fecundity o.t the females at 80.6 F. (27 c.) was re-
duced by about 50% if' the adults were deprived of' drinking water. At 
- 58-
lower temperatures, between 64.4°F. and 68°F. (18 - 20°c.) • the reduc-
tion in longevity when deprived of drinking water was equally great; and 
the :recu.ndi ty was reduced by about ioo%. The increase in tecundi ty and 
longevity was due to actual drinking of the water, and not atmospheric 
humidity. 
When E. cautella was fed on cane sugar fluid• the longevity of both 
sexes was increased, but the fecundity was not .significantly affected., 
Norris has showed that cane-sugar fluid increases longevity since it pro-
vides nutriment which to some extent takes the place of food reserv&s in 
the f~ t body. But "fecundit*n E. ce.utella;. doesn't de:pend directly on 
.. 
longevity, but is limited by the quantity of egg-developing sub stance" in 
the fat body; when this substance is exhausted, egg-production ceases, 
although life rmy continue and although there remain many unripened egg-
rudiments in the ovaries which could presumably be ripened were suitable. 
food available". 
Norris has further shown. that in E. kuhniell:a, the reduction in 
fecundity and longevity was much less when deprived or· drinking water. 
This is related to the state of the ovaries at emergence, since E. kuh-
niella emerges with a number of ripe eggs in the ovaries, while 
E. cautella. has no comple. tely ripe eggs at emergence and therefore needs 
Wa.ter. 
These results were not personally confirmed, but since there is 
probably no water available to the moths under natural warehouse conditions. 
the mo1hs used in longevity and oviposi tion experiments were not given any 
water to drink. 
Table 31- (next page), tabulates the results obtained by different 
observers for the f'ecundi ty of E:phestia species. 
It is seen from the latter tabl:'e that results of the present author 
correspond with the results ot other authors. Although. in the case of 
E. cautell:tc.results of the present author for the fecundity are slightly 
higher than those obtained by Simmons, Reed and M'Gregorr, 1931• these 
"""~'<:. latter authors carriei o·ut experiment on 13 moths only, experiments ot J' 
0 0 
the present author were carried out on 30 and 50 moths at 65 F. and 85 F. 
respectively. l'or E. elutella• results of the present author correspond 
very ~ell with the results of other authors. 
...sg ... 
Table 31. - The Nwnber of eggs laid by Ephest 1a Species. 
Specie.a Observer Average tamp. the number o-r eggs laid. 
range 
E, cautella Simmons, etc., 1931 
Personal, i950 
"room"·· 
85°F. (29 • .5°C.) 
n . (constant) 
65°F • .( 18.3°c.) 
(conatsant) 
38 ... 297 
73 ... 243 
6 8 - 279 
E4 elutella Mokrzeck1, 1930 
Noyes,· 1930 
MQSSOp J. ~932 .. 




I 20 ""' 130 
t1eo -· 250 
' I 
\ ~~ : ~~~ 
E, 
Nak@:~~a, 1935 . 
Reed and · · Living-






· n · constant) 
6.5°F. 18 .}°C.) 
(constant) 
1 - 260 
41 ... 122 
40 ... 158 
_Johnson, l895b · · " .120 ""' 2'71 
kuhniella Decaux,_ 1893·. _ --t-";r_oom" 200 • 250 
Friokhlinger1 1919 " 1 124 • 325 
Burkhardt; 1919 : " 75 - 320 
_·zac_l'le~,_-1919 . . " _ ~ 200 
Candura, 1928 · I " 
1
119 - 280 
Voukassovitch, 1929 .. dry atmosphere 
damD atmosphere l 
-Brlndiey, 19;0- - :--a6'F~ {30°0.1 · 
~----~-----(const~_;i._t) --+-c ... -· __ 
-RJchards and "room" 200 - 500 
ThO?son ,_ l93L 
Kunike , 193 9 . -- --.---- -,;- -- .... · ? -· 500 
·Personal, 1951 'e5°F. (29.5°0.) 3a - 330 
" 
_ _0 Jc9n~_!_an~l :_) 65 F. (18.3 C. 5? ~ 400 
(constant) 
For E. kuhniella, results of the present author for tem;ieratures 
0 
below 85 F. correspond very well w1 th the results of other authors, but e.t 
85°F. results of the present a1.1th~ (122.4) and the results r:J: Brindley, 
1930 (167) are much lower. According to Brindley, 1930, and Uisb.art, 1942; 
0 0 
when E. kuhniella is 1\eared under 80 ... 85 F. (27 .... 30 c. ); the moths show 
a marked. degree of sterility. This is further confirmed by J..bmad, 19369 
who states that the reprod1.1ctive potential and development of this species 
0 0 
is adversely affected by temperatul!es above 73.4 F. (23 c.) and a high 
sat1.1ration deficiency above 14 mm. 
0 0 
Therefore it is concluded that at temperatures below 73.4 F. (23 c.), 
the moths of E. kuhniella. lay the greatest number of eggs, E. cautella is 
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UJlyett and van der Merwe, 1947, have shown that "there is a well-defined 
relationship between the size of a :female moth and the number or· eggs which 
can be developed in its ovaries." Further, Ullyett, 194~, h~s shown that 
for E. kuhniella there was a highl.y significant positive correlation between 
moth density and oviposition. The optimum density ot moths for the 
maximum oviposition was 19 fe:maJ.es per unit area. 
Voukassovitch, 1934 and 1935, states that heat accelerates the depo-
sition of the eggs in the case of E. kuhniella; which ceases to ll::ly eggs 
0 0 
when the temperature reaches 23 F. { ... 5 c. ) • For E. el.utell8Jil Mokrzecki; 
1931, has stated that a temperature at 59 • 68°F. (15 - 2o°C.) is assen-
ti{;l far oviposition. Although these statements have not been personally 
b'1 +"~ f rc~e.,,\.- ""'-~OY' 
confirmed, it has been observed~that females. of E. elutellll kept at room 
temperatures in winter at an average temperature o~ 59.2~F. (15.l~C.) 
with a range from 52 - 67°F. (11.l - 16.1°C.), laid eggs very sporadically, 
sometimes days elapsing between successive oviposi tions, and this was 
probably due to a low temperature, since in the warm room at 85°F. (29.5°c.} 
oviposition in E. elutella took place regularly within 24 hours each time. 
The same was observed in.the case of E. cautella (see page 38). 
Finally, Kozhe.nchikov, 19.--'.34 and 1937 has confirmed the :findings o'f 
Norris, 1933 and 1934, that the fecund.1 ty is not directly dependent on 
longevity. The former truthor found that the number of eggs depended on 
the maturation of the gonads in the pupal stage, vvhich, in turn, is af-
tected by humidity and temperature. The optnmum tempeTature tor pupal 
development '18.S between ?1.5 and ?5.2°.ff. (2Z - 24°C.), but rema.les from 
l pupae i;nat had deve&ped. at temperatures below the opt1mum laid a greater 
. A 
nwnber of eggs. 
Thenefore, the number of eegs laid and the deposition of the eggs 
themselves is dependent on a number of interrelated factors. It may also 
be mentioned that there must be a suitable stimulus for egg-laying. 
Uft.yett; 1935, found that wire gauze was a sufficient stimulus in the case 
o:t E. kuhniella since the gauze is very similar in texture to the mesh of 
a bag through which oviposition naturally occurs, therefore, in experim.en.ts 
of the present author muslin gauze was used to stimulate oviposition in 
the case of E. kuhniella and E. elutella,. For E. cautella, glass was a 
sufficient stimulus. 
Ullyett, 1945, further found that in ovipoaition experiments with :flour 
and frensh chalk; and there was no difference in the number of eggs 
deposited by E. kuhniella on both substances. "By replacing flour 
with french cha,lk, the property of the text·ure is retained while any 
chemotactic stimulus is removed. Therefore, Ullyett concluded that 
"the ultimate stimulus for oviposition appears to reside in the 
mechanical texture of the medium and not in its olfactory attractiveness ••• 
but if· given 2 alternatives, the flour would undoubtedly be chosen since 
the' initial stimillus, by which the insect finds the medium it nature, ia 
an olfactory one. Having fo~t it, however, the act.of oviposition is 
conditioned by the degree of tactile' stimulus present". 
On the other hand• Waloff and Richards, 1946, in experiments upon 
E,. '-'elutella feeding upon bulk grain, found that this species showed a 
"striking example of che.motaxis towards grain" in warehouses; but in the 
laboratory, the females were more strongly attracted by the sma11 of 
cacao beans, irrespect&ve of whether fed on cacao or grain. In the 
laboratory~ the order of preference was open grain, sacking over grain, 
sacking, crevices and flat surfaces such as wood and glass. In general• 
a rough surface was preferred to a smooth one. In dried fruit factories, 
'1" Arkhangel' skii~ states that E. elutella prefers to oviposi t on softer f'r~i t, 
'/\ 
and prefers dried pears, peaches and apricots more readily than raisins. 
Thus it is concluded that few.ales of E. cautella JJJ.ay fin1. their food. 
material due to an olfactory response, but the actual. oviposition depends 
on the degree of tactile: stimulus present. It seems that softer foods 
are preferred, like dried apricots, pears, figs, appl.es, raisins, dried 
peaches and prunes. while harder material such as chocolate, nuts and to-
be.coo have a low order of preference. However, the actual order of 
preference seems to depend on the condition of the food material. 
( see pages ~4 a.nd 35 ) • 
E) The length and life and the number of annual proods. 
The table on the next page summarises the results obtained by 
different authors for the total lBngth of 1.ife QT Ephes.tia species from 
the egg to the adult emergence. 
length of life'end the number of generations 




of Ephestia. · 
Length of Life 
in days. 
range ave • 
. j · · · · · I 1 } E, ·cautella 
I 
Chi ttenden~-1911 U .s .4_. _drJed figs ______ Ln;s , er". --+ _ 
~ut and . 
Simmons_~----- - -
I.:~:..:: 1· · ·- ;0 .. 9: -'.33:7°c·.n- --:- - ; - - -
The number of annual generations. 
-_H_e_r_f_o_11d~--i93_3_ 2ngl~d ~J:.~"_!rui_t ___ J?B.~_. Fj~ (26°c_;r~-33·50~,,,6c:o~_ - _ --· _ . _Essig,_ 1920 · ·--l U.S.A.. I' t l .... - · .:.. 0 5 - 6 
Personal, 1951 · s .- Africa __ · _ · ~=-_ - _B5°~. (~9 .• 5:'.:C .J~ _39 _ .;.79_ . _55·;_1_~- -~- - ·~ · - · -- -
tt " _ _5?a.s!1~W._nu~s r ~. ,I" I . ': 3.1 _: 60. - 44_!_8_ t~--~ ~~~ ----- - ---- ----· ---
--_ _ choc_olAte ·- _
4 
_ I lfO_:-- ~,,, __:~9_.3 __ C ,~~ ·21-)·;-- --------- - -----· -
Cotterell_,,J934 _Gold__Q_oast cancao 
1 
. t-· -+. -·. __ -·--~-- _ 5_ ~6=.__-·- --- -- -·---- ----·------
Herford. 1933 England I ! 1 - 2 · - - - - -- -
It is seen from table 3J that the number of annual proods of 
~_h.!l~~~ species varies with temperature and with different foods. In 














THE LARVAE OF EPHESTIA SPECIES. 
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SPECIES. 
PLATE 5 
THE ADULTS OF EPHESTIA SPEC IES: 
MALE GENITALIA AND MODIFIED SCALE TUFTS . 
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For FIG. IB substitute FIG. 2B. 
For FIG. 2B substitute FIG. IB. 
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